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Abstract

Manual construction of ontologies is an expensive and time consuming task be-

cause the professionals required for this task (i.e. domain specialists and knowl-

edge engineers) usually are highly specialized. The fast and cheap ontology devel-

opment is crucial for the success of knowledge based applications and the Semantic

Web. Ontology learning provides automatic or semi-automatic processes for ontology

construction. In these processes, the extraction of non-taxonomic relations has been

identified as one of the most difficult and often neglected problems.

In this thesis, we present a framework to implement an unsupervised approach for this

task. Given a domain ontology and a domain specific corpus, our approach enriches the

ontology by adding non-taxonomic relations extracted from the domain specific corpus.

We explore the trend of verb-based extraction methods because verbs are invaluable

sources of evidence for retrieving relations among entities. We have tested our frame-

work in two distinct domains (the tennis sport domain and the biographies of movie actors

domain).

The main objective is reducing the work-load of knowledge engineers and domain ex-

perts by suggesting candidate relations that might become part of the ontology as well

as prospective labels for them.

Keywords: Ontology Learning , Relation Extraction , Non-taxonomic Relations , Natu-

ral Language Processing
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Resumo

A
construção manual de ontologias é uma tarefa cara e demorada, porque os profis-

sionais necessários para essa tarefa (ou seja, especialistas de domı́nio e engen-

heiros do conhecimento) geralmente são altamente especializados. O desenvolvimento

de ontologias rápido e barato é crucial para o sucesso de aplicações baseadas no

conhecimento e de Semantic Web. Ontology learning fornece processos automáticos

ou semi-automáticos para a construção de ontologias. Neste processo, a extração de

relações não taxonómicas foi identificado como um dos problemas mais difı́ceis e muitas

vezes negligenciado.

Nesta tese, apresentamos uma framework para implementar uma abordagem não su-

pervisionada para esta tarefa. Dada uma ontologia de domı́nio e um corpus de domı́nio

especı́fico, a nossa abordagem enriquece a ontologia adicionando relações não taxonómicas

extraı́das do corpus de domı́nio especı́fico. Vamos explorar os métodos de extração

baseados em verbos, pois os verbos são fontes valiosas para recuperar relações entre

as entidades. A nossa framework foi testada em dois domı́nios distintos (o domı́nio do

tênis e o domı́nio das biografias de atores).

O objetivo principal é reduzir a carga de trabalho de engenheiros do conhecimento e

especialistas de domı́nio, sugerindo relações candidatas que podem se tornar parte da

ontologia, bem como as palavras que marcam essas relações.

Palavras Chave: Ontology Learning, Extração de Relações, Relações Não-taxonómicas,

Processamento de Lı́ngua Natural
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The World Wide Web has become a source of information, where information is

provided by humans for humans. Tim Berners-Lee, inventor of the World Wide

Web, refers to the existing Internet as the web of documents (Bizer et al. 2009). How-

ever, the structure of this resource is largely concerned with the visual formatting of data

and not with the data’s syntactic and semantic properties. Hence, within these structured

pages there is a vast amount of unstructured texts ready to be mined and exploited in

technologies like web search, question answering and database generation. These un-

structured texts can take many forms, such as newswires, blogs, email communications,

governmental documents, among others, and contain useful information. For example,

medical literature contains information about new treatments for diseases, news archives

contain information useful to analysts tracking financial transactions, or to government

agencies that monitor infectious disease outbreaks. In the face of the huge size of this

resource, how can computers help humans make sense of all this data? One course of

action would be to have a computer annotate all this electronic data with the structures

that are of interest to humans. This is not trivial. How do we tell or teach a computer to

recognize that a piece of text has a semantic property of interest in order to make correct

annotations? This process is called Information Extraction.

Information Extraction (IE) is a Natural Language Processing (NLP) field which uses au-

tomatic methods for creating a structured representation of selected information from

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

natural language texts. More specifically, information extraction aims at (1) identifying

particular types of entities and relationships between entities in natural language texts

for (2) storage and retrieval in a structured database that can be more effectively used

for (3) querying and automated reasoning. Applying information extraction on texts is

connected to the problem of text simplification to create a structured view of the informa-

tion present in a free text. The overall goal is to create a more easily machine-readable

text to process the sentences. Information Extraction is usually subdivided into two sub-

tasks: Named Entity Recognition (NER) and Relation Extraction (RE). Named Entity

Recognition is the process of identifying a word or a phrase that references a particular

entity within a text. This identification of proper nouns and its classification is a two-

step process. Identification is concerned with marking the presence of a word/phrase as

Named Entity in a given sentence and classification is concerned with denoting role of

the identified Named Entity into predefined categories, such as the names of persons,

organizations, locations, expressions of times, quantities, monetary values, percentages,

among others. Relation Extraction is the process of identifying mentions of relations in

text, where a relation mention is defined as a predicate ranging over two arguments, ar-

guments represent concepts and the relation predicate describes the type of association

or interaction that holds between the concepts represented by the arguments.

In this work, we focus on the relation extraction problem, particularly in relation extrac-

tion based on an ontology. Ontologies are formal, explicit specifications of a shared

conceptualization (Gruber 1993). Ontologies are useful to model knowledge in a formal

abstract way which can be read by computers. With ontologies it is possible to model

a domain by representing a set of concepts and their relationships, constraints, axioms,

and the vocabulary of that given domain. When the relation extraction problem is based

on an ontology it can either be extractions of concept instances and relation instances

(Ontology Population) or learning relations among concepts (Ontology Learning).
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1.1 Ontology Learning

Ontologies are a vital piece in modern knowledge based systems. Moreover, they are a

powerful tool for supporting natural language processing, information retrieval, and data

access. One of the most substantial application of ontologies is the Semantic Web, a new

generation of the Web in which the semantic of Web documents, in most cases currently

only implicitly expressed in natural language, would be expressed using ontologies. This

way, the Semantic Web aims at enhancing the effectiveness of Web information access.

However, the manual construction of ontologies relies on ontology engineers assisted by

one or more domain experts, a process that can be complex, time-consuming and ex-

pensive depending on the size and complexity of the domain being modeled. Nowadays,

the focus of various research projects is to build ontologies automatically.

The term ontology learning refers to the automatic or semi-automatic support for the

construction of an ontology. Ontology learning is concerned with identify knowledge in

different data sources and with its representation through an ontologic structure. There

are two fundamental aspects on ontology learning. The first one is the availability of

prior knowledge, in other words, whether the learning process is performed from scratch

or some prior knowledge is available. In this scenario the initial version is then ex-

tended automatically through learning procedures and manually by a knowledge en-

gineer. The other aspect is the type of input used by the learning process. Ontology

Learning can use unstructured (texts in natural language), semi-structured (dictionaries)

or structured (database schemas) data. Most of the knowledge sources are unstructured

documents. So, most ontology learning processes use unstructured texts (Ciaramita

et al. 2005, Villaverde et al. 2009, Nabila et al. 2011, Punuru and Chen 2011, Shen

et al. 2012).

Generally, an ontology consists of three main components: concepts, taxonomic rela-

tions (that define a concept hierarchy) and non-taxonomic relations. Even though the

number of automatic methods for building ontologies is increasing, most of them only

focus in supporting the concepts and “Is-a” taxonomic relations. Not many methods
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focus on non-taxonomic relations. Due to that, much of domain specific semantics is ig-

nored. The motivation of this thesis is to develop an approach to extract non-taxonomic

relations from unstructured texts to enrich an ontology. The extraction of non-taxonomic

relations has been considered as one very challenging and important task (Maedche and

Staab 2000). There are two sub problems to be considered in non-taxonomic relations:

(1) identifying the potential relation between concepts and (2) labeling the potential rela-

tion appropriately (Villaverde et al. 2009).

To illustrate non-taxonomic relations extraction, consider the following sentences:

(1) Roland Garros is the major tennis tournament held in Paris.

(2) Roger Federer was born in Basel.

(3) Rafael Nadal was born on the 3rd June 1986.

(4) Maria Sharapova won the third title of her career at Wimbledon.

Consider also an ontology for the “Tennis Sport” domain including the concepts Person,

Player, Coach, Referee, Location, Country, City, Tournament, Grand Slam, Master 1000,

ATP 500, ATP 250, and Date, and the taxonomic relations between them (i.e. “Is-a” rela-

tions), Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1: Illustration of an Ontology for the “Tennis Sport” Domain.
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After the annotation of entities into ontological concepts, the sentences are marked-up

as follows:

(5) <Grand Slam>Roland Garros</Grand Slam> is the major tennis tournament held

in <City>Paris</City>.

(6) <Player>Roger Federer</Player> was born in <City>Basel</City>.

(7) <Player>Rafael Nadal</Player> was born on the <Date>3rd June 1986</Date>.

(8) <Player>Maria Sharapova</Player> won the third title of her career at <Grand

Slam>Wimbledon</Grand Slam>.

With the help of this markup, we know that Rafael Nadal, Roger Federer and Maria

Sharapova are players, Basel and Paris are cities, Wimbledon and Rolland Garros are

Grand slams and 3rd June 1986 is a date. In order to extract the non-taxonomic relations

we need to know if the entities present in the sentences are related or not and, if related,

what word labels their non-taxonomic relation.

Figure 1.2: Enriched “Tennis Sport” Ontology.
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Relation extraction methods for Ontology Learning provide the answer to these ques-

tions. Given the ontology and the previous sentences, our objective is to extract the

non-taxonomic relation tuples Born(Rafael Nadal, 3rd June 1986), Born(Roger Federer,

Basel), Win(Maria Sharapova, Wimbledon) and Held(Rolland Garros, Paris), if “Born”,

“Win” and “Held” are the words that label these relations. The ultimate goal is to enrich

the “Tennis Sport” ontology with the relations extracted from the previous sentences as

in Figure 1.2.

1.2 Problem Addressed

The main objective of this thesis is to contribute with an approach to automatize ontol-

ogy construction by developing a framework for the extraction of non-taxonomic relations

from unstructured texts in order to enrich an ontology. To achieve this goal, there are

some problems to be considered. First, we need to recognize Named Entities and mark

them up as ontological concepts since they should be arguments of the relations. To

illustrate this problem, consider the following sample of text.

“Wozniacki, ranked No 9, defeated third-seeded Sabine Lisicki of Ger-

many 6-4, 6-4 in Saturday’s semifinals. She has lost only one set all

week. Beck advanced to her first WTA final when Stefanie Voegele of

Switzerland retired at 7-5, 1-0 in the other semi. Wozniacki has 20 ca-

reer titles but yet to win one this year. She and Beck will meet for the

first time.”

There are two sub problems associated to recognizing Named Entities: (1) identification

that is concerned with marking the presence of a word/phrase as Named Entity and (2)

classification that is concerned with denoting the role of the identified Named Entities.

For example, in this sample of text, first we need to identify all Named Entities such as

“Wozniacki”, “Sabine Lisicki”, “Stefanie Voegele”, “Germany”, “Switzerland”, “WTA final”,

“7-5, 1-0”, among others. Second, we need to classify the role of the identified Named

Entities. For example, we need to classify “Wozniacki”, “Sabine Lisicki”, and “Stefanie
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Voegele” as players, “Germany”, and “Switzerland” as countries, “WTA final” as a tour-

nament round and “7-5, 1-0” as a result. Other problem that should be considered is the

resolution of pronouns. Pronoun resolution concerns itself with the identification of the

antecedents of pronominal anaphors in texts. For example, in this sample of text, the

pronoun “she” appears two times. But who is she? In this example, Wozniacki and she

are references to the same entity of the real world. She is the anaphor and Wozniacki

the antecedent. The previous example shows that pronoun resolution, may potentially

have a great impact on the outcome of relation extraction. Since pronouns are frequently

used in discourse, detecting the entities to which those pronouns refer greatly increases

the number of references to entities, which in turn, may greatly increase the number of

extracted relations among those entities. Finally, other problem that should be consid-

ered is the relation extraction. There are two sub problems to be considered in extraction

of non-taxonomic relations: (1) identifying the potential relation between concepts and

(2) labeling the potential relation appropriately. Considering the sample of text present

above, first we need to know what entities presents in the sentences are related or not.

For example, in the first sentence the entities “Wozniacki” and “Lisicki” are related but

how do we tell or teach a computer to recognize that these two entities are related? Sec-

ond we need to know, if two entities are related, what word labels their non-taxonomic

relation. Clearly, in this example the word that labels this relation is ”defeated” but is

not easy for a computer understand what word, between this two entities, labels their

non-taxonomic relation.

In order to solve the problems presented above and achieve our objective, we defined

the following specific objectives:

• Analyze current systems and approaches for recognizing Named Entities in a text;

• Analyze current approaches and techniques for the relation extraction problem;

• Analyze current approaches and techniques for the pronoun resolution problem;

• Select the proper system for recognizing Named Entities and mark them up as

ontological concepts;
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• Select the proper approaches and techniques for extraction non-taxonomic rela-

tions to enrich an ontology;

• Select the proper approaches and techniques for pronoun resolution in order to

enhances the recall of our relation extraction framework;

• Develop a framework for automatic extraction of the non-taxonomic relations based

on an ontology;

• Choose a domain of interest and select a corpus and an ontology for the evaluation

of our framework in two distinct domains;

• Evaluate the non-taxonomic relations extracted through the process proposed in

this thesis.

1.3 Document Roadmap

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes in detail several systems for

recognizing Named Entities in a text, which that purpose will be to mark them up as

ontological concepts, presents the state of art for the problem of relation extraction, and

describes several approaches for pronoun resolution. Chapter 3 presents the concep-

tual architecture of our framework, and the interaction between their main components.

The final contribution of this work is to present a thorough evaluation of the proposed

approach in chapter 4. We present solid metrics for the evaluation of the extraction re-

lations, and perform an evaluation of our framework in two distinct domains. Chapter 5

concludes with the main contributions of this work and presents an outline of future work.



Chapter 2

Related Work

I
n this chapter we present a comprehensive review of the problems of Named En-

tity Recognition (NER) and Relation Extraction (RE). Named-entities are objects that

can be referred by names such as people, organizations, and locations. Research

on named entity recognition has been promoted by the Message Understanding Con-

ferences (MUCs, 1987-1998), the Conference on Natural Language Learning (CoNLL,

2002-2003), and the Automatic Content Extraction program (ACE, 2002-2005). In sec-

tion 2.1 we present the most relevant approaches for Named Entities Recognition. More-

over, we present an overview of Relation Extraction approaches. Relation extraction is

not studied by itself as a discipline as it belongs to a larger group of subjects in different

fields, the main of which are Information Extraction (IE) and Question Answering (QA).

Over the years they have been rich topics of research, and can be seen as important

unsolved problems of natural language processing. In section 2.2 we present some of

the main relation extraction approaches used in these fields. Since entities are often

referred to by pronouns and relations frequently occur with pronouns as their arguments,

the availability of an efficient pronoun resolution module would greatly enhance a rela-

tion extraction tool by increasing the number of relations extracted. Hence, we present

related work on pronoun resolution, in section 2.3, for the implementation of a pronoun

resolution module within our framework.

9
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2.1 Named Entity Recognition

Named Entity Recognition (NER) is one of the major tasks in Natural Language Pro-

cessing (NLP). This process identifies a word or a phrase that references a particular

entity within a text. NER is used for solving problems such as Information Retrieval and

Question Answering. The term “named entity” was proposed during the Sixth Message

Understanding Conference (MUC-6) (Grishman and Sundheim 1996). Researchers no-

ticed that it is essential to recognize information units like names, including person, or-

ganization and location names, and numeric expressions including time, date, money,

and percent expressions within a text. This identification of proper nouns and its clas-

sification is a two-step process. Identification is concerned with marking the presence

of a word/phrase as Named Entity in a given sentence and classification is concerned

with denoting the role of the identified Named Entity. NER has been researched for

several decades. Early systems used handcrafted rule-based algorithms, while mod-

ern systems usually use machine learning techniques including Hidden Markov Models,

Maximum Entropy, Decision Tree, Support Vector Machines, and Conditional Random

Fields. There are also some systems that use hybrid techniques. Handcrafted rule-

based systems usually have good results, but they need a lot of effort by experienced

linguists, whereas machine learning techniques use a collection of annotated documents

to train the classifier for a given set of Named Entity classes. The goal of NER is to au-

tomatically and robustly annotate named entities in large volumes of text. NER systems

are required to offer good performance by being able to adapt to different domains and

document genre’s without much or any tuning. Many attempts have been made to de-

velop systems that can successfully be tuned to new domains and applications using

both Rule Based and Machine Learning based methods. However, there have been few

successes in developing systems that are robust and flexible enough to automatically

adapt across domains. We now present the most relevant systems developed for the

named-entities recognition task.
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2.1.1 Rule Based Systems

Rule based systems rely on regular expressions and heuristic rules to identify names.

These systems use handcrafted rule based algorithms and usually have good results.

However they need a lot of effort by experienced linguists. (Grishman 1995) developed

“The NYU System”, a rule-based NER system that uses handcrafted rules. It uses spe-

cialized name dictionaries including names of all countries, names of major cities, names

of companies, names of government agencies and common first names.

The LaSIE-II system (Humphreys et al. 1998), an evolution of LaSIE (Large Scale Infor-

mation Extraction) system (Gaizauskas et al. 1995), was developed using the General

Architecture for Text Engineering (GATE) framework (Cunningham et al. 2013). The

GATE framework will be explained further on. LaSIE-II is an English-only general pur-

pose Information Extraction research system, capable of carrying out Named Entity

Recognition. In this system, Named Entity Recognition is based on handcrafted gram-

mars and gazetteers lists. LaSIE-II is essentially a pipeline of modules each of which

processes the entire text before the next module is invoked. The component modules

are Tokenizer, Gazetteer lookup, Sentence splitter, Brill PoS tagger, Morphological an-

alyzer, Buchart parser, Name matcher, Discourse interpreter and Template writer. The

Tokenizer module, identifies token boundaries and section boundaries. Gazetteer lookup

looks for matches in multiple domain-specific name and keyword lists. Sentence splitter

identifies sentence boundaries in the text body, while Brill PoS tagger assigns one of

the 48 Penn TreeBank part-of-speech tags to each token in the text. The Morphological

analyzer module identifies the root form and inflectional suffix for tokens that have been

tagged as noun, verb, or adjective. The Buchart parser module does two bottom-up pars-

ing. One of them is done with a special named entity grammar and the other one with

a general phrasal grammar. The best parse is then selected and a predicate-argument

representation or a quasi-logical form (QLF) of each sentence is constructed. The Name

matcher module matches variants of named entities across the text, while the Discourse

interpreter module adds the QLF representation to a semantic network, which encodes

the system’s domain model as a hierarchy of concepts. Finally the last module, Tem-

plate writer, writes out the results by traversing the discourse model and extracting the
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required information.

ANNIE, a Nearly-New Information Extraction System is an entity extraction module in-

corporated in the GATE framework (Cunningham et al. 2013) inspired by LaSIE. ANNIE

offers, as a module, a set of default resources (i.e. Document Reset, Tokeniser, Sen-

tence Splitter, Part Of Speech tagger, Gazetteer, Semantic tagger, Orthomatcher and

Coreferencer) that can be used in combination for NER purposes. These resources can

be used as one unit or used as individual components along with others. ANNIE relies

on finite state algorithms and the Java Annotation Patterns Engine (JAPE) language. A

JAPE grammar consists of a set of phases, each of which consists of a set of pattern/ac-

tion rules. This set of default resources can be substituted by other plugins or even be

disabled. ANNIE components form a pipeline, in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: The Pipeline of ANNIE Components (from (Cunningham et al. 2013)).

Document Reset - enables the document to be reset to its original state, by remov-

ing all the annotation sets and their contents, apart from the one containing the
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document format analysis (Original Markups). An optional parameter, keepOrigi-

nalMarkupsAS, allows users to decide whether to keep the Original Markups or not

while resetting the document.

Tokeniser - splits the text into very simple tokens recognizing between numbers, punc-

tuation and words.

Sentence Splitter - this module is a cascade of finite state transducers which segments

the text into sentences. It is required for the Part of Speech (PoS) Tagger.

Part of Speech (PoS) tagger - produces a part-of-speech tag as an annotation on each

word or symbol.

Gazetteer - The role of the gazetteer module is to identify entity names in the text based

on lists. The gazetteer lists used are kept as plain text files, with one entity per line.

Each list represents a set of names, such as names of cities, organizations, days

of the week, etc.

Semantic tagger - This module is built on the JAPE language. JAPE provides finite

state transduction over annotations based on regular expressions. It contains rules

which act on annotations assigned in earlier phases, in order to produce annotated

entities as output.

Orthomatcher - Orthomatcher was named NameMatcher before. This module adds

identity relations between named entities found by the semantic tagger, in order to

perform coreference. It does not find new named entities as such, but it may assign

a type to an unclassified proper name, using the type of a matching name.

Coreference - The Coreference module performs anaphora resolution using the JAPE

grammar formalism. This module can operate successfully only if all ANNIE mod-

ules were already executed.

Systems based on hand-written rules usually have good results but can only be made

more accurate by increasing the complexity of the rules, which is a very difficult task.

In particular, there is a limit to the complexity of systems based on handcrafted rules,

beyond which systems become more and more unmanageable because it is difficult
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to maintain the rules keeping them simple, coherent, and concise. For instance, while

proposing a new rule this can contradict previous rules. In contrast, creating more anno-

tated data to send as input to machine-learning systems requires only an increase in the

number of man-hours, generally without a significant increase in the complexity of the

annotation process. Therefore, Machine Learning Based Systems were proposed.

2.1.2 Machine Learning Based Systems

Machine learning is about learning from examples of desired behavior or past observa-

tions to make predictions. Learning methods have found numerous applications in per-

formance modeling and evaluation. One natural application of machine learning meth-

ods is in named entity recognition. Machine Learning Based Systems use a collection

of annotated documents to train a classifier for the given set of Named Entity classes.

YooName (Nadeau et al. 2006) is a Named Entity Recognition system based on ma-

chine learning techniques developed at the University of Ottawa. It incorporates semi-

supervised learning techniques applied to the web, that allow the identification of entities

using a predefined classification of nine types of Named Entities (Person, Organization,

Location, Miscellanea, Facility, Product, Event, Natural object and Unit) that are split into

more than 100 sub-categories. The system is composed of two modules. The first one

creates a set of large gazetteers of entities. The second module uses heuristics to iden-

tify and classify entities in the context of a given document (i.e. entity disambiguation). In

the gazetteers generator, supervision is limited to a seed of four entities per list, because

less than four examples results in a lower precision and more than four examples results

in a lower recall. The ambiguity resolver module, attempts to minimize the use of domain

knowledge of specific entity types.

TextPro tool suite (Pianta et al. 2008) is a Natural Language Processing (NLP) tool devel-

oped at the Center for Scientific Research and Technology, in Trento, and offers various

NLP functionalities such as Web page cleaning, tokenization, sentence splitting, mor-

phological analysis, PoS-tagging, lemmatization, multiword recognition, chunking and

named entity recognition. It is available for English and Italian languages and offers a
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web demo for both. The suite has been designed to integrate and reuse state of the

art NLP components and is freely available for research purposes. The system’s archi-

tecture is organized as a pipeline of processors in which for each stage it accepts data

from an initial input or from an output of a previous stage, executes a specific task, and

sends the resulting data to the next stage, or to the output of the pipeline. The named

entity recognition component of the TextPRO suite is carried out by EntityPRO, a Support

Vector Machine-based tool. It recognizes Italian and English Named Entities, exploiting

a rich set of linguistic features, like the PoS produced by TagPro, orthographic informa-

tion, collocation bigrams and the fact that word is present in proper nouns gazetteers.

For Italian, these features were extracted from the Italian Content Annotation Bank (I-

CAB) developed at Fondazione Bruno Kessler (FBK). EntityPro produced an F-measure

of 82.14% in the Italian NER task, at EVALITA 2007. When tested on CoNLL-2003 for

English NER, the tool performed with an 84.49% F-measure.

Another machine learning based system is CRFClassifier (Finkel et al. 2005). It was

developed at Stanford University. This classifier is a Java implementation of a Named

Entity Recognizer which locates and classifies named entities in a text into predefined

categories. The system uses a general implementation of a linear chain Conditional

Random Field (CRF) sequence model, coupled with well-engineered feature extractors

for Named Entity Recognition. It also includes a model trained on data from CoNLL,

MUC6, MUC7, and ACE newswire. The system recognizes three classes (Person, Orga-

nization and Location) for English (in versions with and without additional distributional

similarity features). The distributional similarity features improve performance but the

models require considerably more memory.

The Learning Based Java Named Entity Recognition Tagger (LJBNerTagger) (Ratinov

and Roth 2009) was developed at University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Learning

Based Java (LBJ) (Rizzolo and Roth 2010) is a modeling language for the rapid develop-

ment of software systems with one or more learned functions, designed for use with the

Java programming language. LBJ offers a convenient, declarative syntax for classifier

and constraint definition in terms of the objects in the programmer’s application. The
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LJBNerTagger extracts and labels named entities into four categories: Locations, Per-

sons, Organizations, and Miscellaneous. It analyzes the corpus in fixed-sized text win-

dows ignoring document boundaries and relies on two sources of external information:

high-precision lists of named entities (gazetteers) automatically extracted from Wikipedia

and a word class model derived from unlabeled text. The use of external information im-

proves accuracy over purely local methods since the latter are limited to the knowledge

contained in a small collection of documents for every entity type. The classification

model underlying the LJBNerTagger is a regularized averaged perceptron algorithm. It

is reported to have achieved the best result (F-Measure of 90.8%) on the CoNLL 2003

test set.

2.1.3 Hybrid Systems

Most Named Entity Recognition systems use either a rule based approach or a sta-

tistical machine learning approach. A Rule-based Named Entity Recognition system

uses hand-written rules to tag a corpus with named entity tags. Machine learning ap-

proaches are popularly used in Named Entity Recognitions because they are easily

trainable and adaptable to different domains and languages and their maintenance is

less expensive. An hybrid Named Entity Recognitions system combines both rule-based

and machine learning techniques. These new methods combine the strongest points

from each method: the adaptability and flexibility from machine learning approaches and

rules to improve efficiency.

Freeling (Atserias et al. 2006) is a tool developed and maintained at TALP Research

Center, in Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya. It is an open source language analysis

tool suite that may be used as an API. It offers several modular services related to natural

language processing: Lemmatization, PoS tagging, Named Entity Recognition, Named

Entity Classification, Chunking, among others. It supports English, Spanish, Catalan,

Galician, and Italian. The tool recognizes the usual entities of person, organization and

location as well as quantities of various types and dates. It separates recognition from

classification. The Named Entity Classification module is based on a boosting algorithm
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(AdaBoost) which combines many classifiers. It may use external resources, such as

gazetteers and trigger words, to define specific features. This module, ranked among the

top performing systems in the CoNLL-2002 competition, may take as input the Named

Entity Recognition module, that uses an heuristic rule based strategy, which takes into

account capitalization patterns, functional words and dictionary lookup. Thus Freeling

can be classified as an hybrid system since it uses a combination of both rule-based and

machine learning techniques.

AFNER (Mollá et al. 2006) is another Named Entity Recognition hybrid system, devel-

oped at the University of Macquaire. This system is used as part of a Question An-

swering tool called AnswerFinder, which focuses on recall maximization. AFNER differs

from other NER systems since it aims at increasing recall of recognition of entities, even

at expense of loss of precision. The crucial technique is that it allows the allocation of

multiple tags to the same string, thus handling the case of ambiguous entities or difficult

entities by not committing to a single tag. The rationale is that we do not want to weed

out the right answer at this stage. Instead we let the final answer extraction mechanism

make the final decision about what is a good answer. AFNER can either be used as

an API for other applications or be used independently. The Named Entity Recognition

process used by AFNER is divided into of two phases. The first phase uses hand-written

regular expressions and gazetteers for identifying strings that match patterns that are

characteristic of entities such as dates, times, percentages and monetary expressions.

These types of named entities are relatively standardized and therefore easy to find with

high precision using particular regular expressions. However, the range of entities that

can be discovered using regular expressions is limited. Gazetteers are useful for finding

commonly referenced names of people, places or organizations, but are by no means

exhaustive. The purpose of combining lists with other features is to complement them.

These information sources are combined with machine learning techniques in the sec-

ond phase. The technique used is maximum entropy. The system is trained on the BBN

Pronoun Coreference and Entity Type Corpus (Weischedel and Brunstein 2005), which
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is available at the Linguistics Data Consortium1. By default, AFNER is capable of recog-

nizing Persons, Organizations, Locations, Miscellanea, Monetary quantities, and Dates

in English texts.

2.1.4 Summarizing Named Entity Recognition Systems

A study of various Named Entity Recognition systems is presented in this section. NER

systems aim at identifying a word or a phrase that references a particular entity within a

text and associating them with the appropriate type. The identification of proper nouns

and its classification is a two-step process. Identification is concerned about tagging the

presence of a word/phrase as Named Entity in a given sentence. Classification is con-

cerned with denoting the role of the identified Named Entity. The previously described

systems have adopted different approaches according to their recognition and classifi-

cation methodologies. First, in Section 2.1.1, we presented rule based systems that rely

on handcrafted regular expressions and heuristic rules to identify names. Second, in

Section 2.1.2, we described machine learning based systems that use a collection of

annotated documents to train a classifier for a given set of Named Entity classes. Fi-

nally in Section 2.1.3 we described hybrid systems that combine both rule-based and

machine learning approaches, combining the strongest points from each method. The

Table 2.1 summarizes the systems discussed according to their recognition and classifi-

cation methodologies.

Rule Based Machine Learning Based Hybrid

NYU System YooName
Systems LaSIE-II TextPro Freeling

ANNIE CRFClassifier AFNER
LJBNerTagger

Table 2.1: Classification of Named Entity Recognition Systems.

There is currently a wide variety of Named Entities Recognition Systems. Competitions

are organized for evaluating NER systems, in identifying and classifying entities in a cor-

pus. Nevertheless, competitions usually have restrictions: (1) they focus on a limited
1http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/
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group of NE types. This feature is quite variable due to the ambiguity in the use of the

term Named Entity depending on the different forums or events. In the case of MUC

conferences, Named Entities include Persons, Organizations, Locations, Temporal enti-

ties and Measurements. On the other hand, CONLL-2002/2003 conferences considered

Person, Organism, Localization and Miscellaneous. The latter (miscellaneous), includes

proper names of different nature with different categories, such as project names, team

names, etc. Finally, ACE conferences uses categories, such as Persons, Organizations,

Locations, Geo-Political Entities (GPE), Weapons, Vehicles and Facilities. The under-

lying concept behind each entity varies among the different competitions: for example,

the entity type Person includes subtypes like Individual and Group in ACE and politi-

cians and entertainers in MUC competition. These differences along with the mismatch

of entity types prevent their direct comparison. Moreover, the evaluation algorithms are

different in each competition. Generally, the precision-recall ratios for the identification

and classification of all the criteria considered in the competition are presented in a sin-

gle measurement. Evaluation varies from the simplicity of CONLL to the complexity of

ACE. In CONLL, partial identifications are not considered and false positive errors are

not penalized. ACE evaluation is based on a complex algorithm where different named

entities have different weights, making difficult the interpretation and comparison of re-

sults with those of other competitions. Due to these limitations it is difficult to choose the

best system since evaluation depends on each competition.

2.2 Relation Extraction

Relation extraction is an important task, with many different practical applications. When

it is based on an ontology it consists of either extracting concept instances and relation

instances (Ontology Population) or learning relations among concepts (Ontology Learn-

ing). The goal of relation extraction is finding instances of relationships between pairs of

entities in texts and instantiating them in a knowledge base. There are several types of

relation extraction approaches that can be classified according to the degree of learning

they employ. Supervised approaches require a large amount of training data, and will

be analyzed in Section 2.2.1. On the other hand, semi-supervised approaches need a
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very small amount of training data, such as a few seed tuples, and will be analyzed in

section 2.2.2. Finally unsupervised approaches do not need any training data and will

be analyzed in section 2.2.3.

2.2.1 Supervised Approaches

Supervised approaches formulate relation extraction as a classification problem. Clas-

sifiers are trained using a set of features selected after performing textual analysis of

the labeled sentences. On the other hand, input to classifiers can also take the form

of rich structural representations. Depending on the nature of input to train the classi-

fier, supervised approaches for relation extraction are further divided into feature based

methods and kernel methods. We discuss various approaches that use these methods

in section 2.2.1.1 and in section 2.2.1.2 respectively.

2.2.1.1 Feature based Methods

Feature based methods need a set of positive and negative relation examples so that

their lexical, syntactic and semantic features can be extracted from the text. The ex-

tracted features serve as cues for deciding whether the entities in a sentence are related

or not. Syntactic features extracted from the sentence include the entities themselves,

the types of the two entities, word sequence between the entities, number of words be-

tween the entities and the path in the parse tree containing the two entities. On the

other hand semantic cues include the path between the two entities in the dependency

parse. A dependency parse consists of a set of words linked by directional dependen-

cies. For training, the extracted semantic and syntactic features are given to the classifier

in the form of a vector of features. (Kambhatla 2004) build Maximum Entropy models that

combine all the lexical, syntactic and semantic features described above for extracting

relations. He use the official ACE corpus from the Linguistics Data Consortium. The

training set consists of 674 annotated text documents and 9683 instances of relations.

The testing set consists of 97 documents and 1386 instances of relations. This approach

achieves 63.5% precision, 45.2% recall and 52.8% F-measure when combining diverse
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lexical, syntactic and semantic features. On the other hand, (Zhou et al. 2005) use di-

verse lexical, syntactic and semantic knowledge in feature based relation extraction to

which they apply a Support Vector Machine (SVM). They use the same corpus that the

approach describe above and achieves 63.1% precision, 49.5% recall and 55.5% F-

measure.

(Mintz et al. 2009) propose an approach that uses Freebase (Bollacker et al. 2008), a

large semantic database, to provide distant supervision for relation extraction. The main

idea of distant supervision is that any sentence that contains a pair of entities that are in a

known Freebase relation may express that relation in some way. This approach extracts

very large numbers of features based on standard lexical and syntactic features. These

features are the following: (1) the sequence of words between the two entities; (2) The

part-of-speech tags of these words; (3) a flag indicating which entity came first in the sen-

tence; (4) a window of k words to the left of the first entity and their part-of-speech tags;

(5) a window of k words to the right of the second entity and their part-of-speech tags;

and (6) a dependency path between the two entities. The extracted features are used

for training a classifier, since there may be many sentences containing a given entity

pair. They use the Freebase Wikipedia Extraction, a dump of the full text of all Wikipedia

articles (not including discussion and user pages). This dump consists of approximately

1.8 million articles, with an average of 14.3 sentences per article. This approach is able

to extract 10,000 instances of 102 relations at a precision of 67.6%.

A major deficiency of the methods presented above is that they focus primarily on binary

relations. (McDonald et al. 2005) proposed an approach for extracting n-ary relations

between entities in the text. For example given a sentence, a possible way for extracting

n-ary relations of interest would be first to list all possible binary tuples. Using all these

tuples to train a binary classifier allows to distinguish valid instances from invalid ones.

However, the size of possible candidates will grow exponentially, for example for a re-

lation type with n entity elements, where each element has m possible ways there are

O(mn) possible complex relation candidates. So, instead of trying to classify all possible

relation instances, they start by recognizing binary relation instances that seem to be
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arguments of the relation of interest. After identifying all binary relations, the next step

is to create an entity graph so that two entities in the graph have an edge if the binary

classifier believes they are related. They reconstruct complex relations by making tuples

from selected maximal cliques in the graph. The binary classifier used in this method is

a feature based classifier. It is important to select only the features which are relevant

to the task, because some features are good indicators of entity relations while others

are not. Feature based methods involve heuristic choices and the features are selected

after testing several possible features and analyzing those that maximize performance.

To solve the problem of selecting appropriate features, specialized kernels are designed

for relation extraction in order to exploit rich representations of the input data.

2.2.1.2 Kernel Methods

Kernel methods offer efficient solutions that allow us to explore a large feature space by

implicitly calculating a feature vector, without having to make each vector explicit. These

methods for relation extraction have been first introduced by (Zelenko et al. 2003). (Ze-

lenko et al. 2003) approach used parts of sentence shallow parse trees, where relation

roles (for example, member or affiliation) were identified and expressed by tree’s at-

tributes. For training, examples were marked with {+1,-1} labels, expressing whether

the tree linked roles in the examples were indeed semantically related. Figure 2.4 shows

one of the positive examples built from the shallow parse tree of the sentence “John

Smith is the chief scientist of the Hardcom Corporation”.

Figure 2.4: Example of a positive person-filiation relation (from (Zelenko et al. 2003)).
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They defined a similarity function between example trees that took into account the num-

ber of similar subsequences of children with matching parents. They showed that this

similarity function was a kernel, and could therefore be used in any learning algorithm.

They use a corpus with 200 news articles from different news agencies and publica-

tions (Associated Press, Wall Street Journal, Washington Post, Los Angeles Times, and

Philadelphia Inquirer). They achieved 83.3% precision on two simple relation extraction

tasks (Person-affiliation and Organization-location).

The kernels used in (Culotta and Sorensen 2004) are very similar to those by (Zelenko

et al. 2003). The unique feature of their method is that they use a dependency tree

instead of shallow parse trees. Moreover, every node of the dependency tree also con-

tains more information like word, part of speech, entity type and Wordnet hypernyms.

However, the difference in performance between the shallow parse tree and the depen-

dency tree is not very large. This suggests that each feature subspace captures most

of the useful structural information between tokens for relation extraction. To evaluate

their approach, they use the Automatic Content Extraction (ACE) corpus provided by the

National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST) and achieve 67.1% precision,

35% recall and 45.8% F-measure. (Bunescu and Mooney 2005) make an interesting ob-

servation that the shortest path between two entities in a dependency parse includes

sufficient information to extract the relation between them. If e1 and e2 are two entities in

a sentence and p their predicate, then the shortest path between e1 and e2 goes through

p. They achieve 65.5% precision, 43.8% recall and 52.5% F-measure. (Zhou et al. 2007)

propose what they call a context-sensitive convolution tree kernel. This method starts by

automatically determining a dynamic context-sensitive tree span (the previous kernels

methods did not considered context information outside the sub tree), and then uses

not only the found tree, but also its ancestor node paths as contexts for calculating the

similarity. With these changes, they achieve 65.2% precision, 54.9% recall and 59.6%

F-measure, using the same corpus as (Culotta and Sorensen 2004) and (Bunescu and

Mooney 2005).
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2.2.2 Semi-supervised Approaches

Semi-supervised or boostrapping approaches for relation extraction have been gaining

special attention because (1) labeled data is lacking and too expensive to create in large

quantities; and (2) there is an abundance of unlabeled data. These approaches require

a very small amount of training data such as a few seed tuples. DIPRE (Dual Iterative

Pattern Relation Expansion) proposed by (Brin 1998) is a system based on bootstrap-

ping that exploits the duality between patterns and relations to augment the target rela-

tion starting from a small set of {author, book} pairs which are also called seeds. The

system crawls on the Internet to look for pages containing both instances of the seed.

DIPRE uses 6 element tuples [order; author; book; prefix; suffix; middle] to learn pat-

terns. The first element of the tuple “order” is 1 when “author” comes first than “book”

and 0 otherwise. “Prefix” is a string containing 10 characters which appear on left of

“author/book”, depending on the one that comes first. Likewise, “suffix” is a string con-

taining 10 characters that appear on right of “author/book”. Finally “middle” is a string

that occurs between “book” and “author”. DIPRE uses this pattern to search the Web

and extract relations instances. It adds the new relations to the seed set and repeats

this procedure until some stopping criteria. For data they used a repository of 24 million

web pages totaling 147 gigabytes. They started the experiment with just 5 books (see

Figure 2.5). In the first iteration, this approach produced 199 occurrences and generated

3 patterns.

Figure 2.5: Initial sample of books (from (Brin 1998)).

Snowball by (Agichtein and Gravano 2000) is another bootstrapping based system that

extracts relations from unstructured text. Snowball shares much in common with DIPRE,

including the use of both the bootstrapping framework and the pattern matching ap-

proach to extract new unlabeled instances. However, Snowball does not use exact

matching. It represents each tuple as a vector and uses a similarity function to group
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tuples. Snowball extracts 5 element tuples in the form [prefix; organization; middle;

location; suffix]. “Prefix”, “suffix”, and “middle” are feature vectors of tokenized terms

occurring in the pair. For example, if (Microsoft, Redmond) is a known pair, then for the

string “. . . go to Microsoft headquarter in Redmond to meet. . . ” the system extracts: [(w1,

go), (w2, to), ORG, (w1, headquarter), (w2, in), LOC, (w1, to), (w2, meet)]. Each wi is a

term weight which is computed by the normalized frequency of that term in a given posi-

tion. They use large collections of real newspapers from the North American News Text

Corpus, available from the Linguistics Data Consortium. This corpus includes articles

from the Los Angeles Times, The Wall Street Journal, and The New York Times for 1994

to 1997.

KnowItAll by (Etzioni et al. 2005) is a Web-based domain-independent information ex-

traction system that labels its own training examples using only a small set of domain

independent extraction patterns. Given a relation, KnowItAll uses a set of domain-

independent patterns to automatically instantiate relation-specific extraction rules. For

example, KnowItAll uses generic extraction patterns like “<C1> such as <C2>” to sug-

gest instantiations of C2 as candidate members of the class C1. Then it assigns a prob-

ability to each candidate using a form of Point-wise Mutual Information (PMI) between

phrases that is estimated from Web search engine hit counts. Finally, KnowItAll learns a

set of relation specific extraction patterns, for example “CEO of <company>” that lead

it to extract additional companies. Unlike DIPRE and Snowball, KnowItAll is an ontology

population system.

TextRunner by (Banko et al. 2007) is a system that makes a single pass over the en-

tire corpus and extracts a large set of relational tuples, without requiring any human

input. The system is composed of three key modules: (1) a self-supervised Learner;

(2) a single-pass Extractor; and (3) a redundancy-based Assessor. The self-supervised

Learner automatically labels its own training data as positive or negative. In order to

do that, for each sentence a noun phrase chunker is run and then the relation candida-

tor will generate possible relations. Next a syntactic parser and dependency parser are

run and the relation filterl uses these parses and a set of constraints to label positive
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and negative relations. Then, it uses this labeled data to train a Naive Bayes classifier,

which is then used by the Extractor module. The single-pass Extractor starts by gener-

ating one or more candidate tuples from each sentence and then runs a classifier that

retains the ones labeled as trustworthy relations. Extractions take the form of a tuple

t= (ei, rij , ej), where ei and ej are strings meant to denote entities, and rij is a string

meant to denote a relationship between them. The redundancy-based Assessor assigns

a probability to each retained tuple based on the Urns Model developed by (Downey

et al. 2005). On their test corpus of 9 million Web documents, TextRunner extracted 7.8

million well-formed tuples. On a randomly selected subset of 400 tuples, 80.4% were

deemed correct by human reviewers. TextRunner found nearly as many correct extrac-

tions as KnowItAll (11,631 to 11,476), while reducing the error rate of KnowItAll by 33%

(18% to 12%).

Another semi-supervised approach is studied by (Chen et al. 2006) where a label prop-

agation algorithm for relation extraction is proposed. Here labeled and unlabeled exam-

ples and their distances are represented as the nodes and the weights of edges of a

connected graph, respectively. They use the official ACE 2003 corpus for relation sub-

type detection and characterization task. It contains 519 files from sources including

broadcast, newswire, and newspaper. This approach achieves 56.3% precision, 52.9%

recall and 54.6% F-measure. (Sun et al. 2011) present a semi-supervised relation ex-

traction system with large-scale word clustering. They use word clusters as additional

feature for relation extraction because the performance of a supervised relation extrac-

tion system is usually degraded by the vastness of lexical features (i.e. the sequence of

the tokens between the two mentions, the shortest dependency path between the two

mentions in a dependency tree and the bigram of the words between the two mentions).

For example it would be difficult to extract an Employment relation between the entities

US soldier and US in the sentence “US soldier” using either the feature based or the

kernel based systems, unless the example “US soldier” has previously been present in

the training data. The assumption is that even if the word soldier may never have been

seen in the annotated Employment relation instances, other words which share the same
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cluster membership with soldier, such as president and ambassador, may have been ob-

served as Employment instances. The absence of lexical features can be balanced by

using cluster features. The authors explore cluster-based features and propose several

statistical methods for selecting effective clusters. They use the benchmark ACE 2004

training data and achieved 73.4% precision, 67.7% recall and 70.4% F-measure.

None of the previously described methods are ontology based except KnowItAll. (Boer

et al. 2006) developed an approach that extracts instances of ontology relations based

on existing ontologies. This is a specific subtask of ontology population. The authors

define a partly populated ontology as a set of labeled classes (the domain concepts)

C1, ...,Cn, hierarchically ordered by subclass relations. Non-hierarchical relations be-

tween concepts are also defined (R : Ci × Cj). They use a knowledge base containing

instances of the ontology concepts. Extracting instances of ontology relations corre-

sponds to identify for a single instance i of Ci for which instances j of Cj , the relation R(i,

j) is true given the information in the corpus. The three steps of the method are shown in

Figure 2.6. In the first step, they build a working corpus by searching instances i of Ci in

the Google search engine. The size of this working corpus is a parameter of the method.

In the second step, they identify instances of the concept Cj which are present in their

populated ontology, using Named Entity Recognition, in the documents of the working

corpus. The result of these steps is a set of candidate relation instances. In the third

step, the method ranks these candidates. The ranking is done by calculating a Docu-

ment Score (DS) for each document. DS is the probability that for all relation candidates

in that document, relation R holds according to the seed set. This is equal to the number

of identified instances that are in the seed set divided by the total number of candidate

instances in that document. They then combine all evidence for each of the candidate

instances by taking the average of DS over all used documents in the corpus resulting

in an Instance Score IS for each candidate instance. Finally they choose the candidate

with the highest value of IS and add it to the seed set. Based on the new seed set the

method iterates by recalculating all DS and IS.
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Figure 2.6: Outline of the Method (from (Boer et al. 2006)).

2.2.3 Unsupervised Approaches

Unsupervised methods do not need richly annotated corpora or any initial manually se-

lected seeds. (Hasegawa et al. 2004) propose an unsupervised approach for relation

extraction from large text corpora. They adopted an hierarchical clustering method to

cluster the contexts of entity pairs (i.e. the words between the two entities). They use a

named entity recognizer to focus on the named entities which should be the arguments

of relations. After context clustering, they select the most frequent words in the contexts

to represent the relation that holds between the entities. Their goal is to automatically

discover useful relations among arbitrary entities embedded in large text corpora. For

example: They find the pair of organizations A and B, and the pair of organizations C

and D, after they had run the named entity recognizer on corpus. They collect all in-

stances of the pair A and B occurring within a certain distance of one another. Then,

they accumulate the context words intervening between A and B. In same way they also

accumulate context words intervening between C and D. If the set of contexts of A and

B and those of C and D are similar, these two pairs are placed into the same cluster

meaning that they are in the same relation (see Figure 2.7).
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Figure 2.7: Overview of the method (from (Hasegawa et al. 2004)).

They used one year of The New York Times (1995) as corpus and achieved 79% preci-

sion 83% recall and 80% F-measure on the PERSON - GEO-POLITICAL ENTITY (PER-

GPE) relations and 76% precision 74% recall and 75% F-measure on the COMPANY-

COMPANY (COM-COM) relations. However, this approach has several limitations. First,

the similarity threshold for the clusters, like the appropriate number of clusters, is some-

what difficult to predefine. Second, the representative words selected by frequency tends

to obscure the clusters because they selected the most frequent words in the contexts

to represent the relation that holds between the entities. However, such words may oc-

cur frequently in any other cluster too. Hence, they may not have quality to discriminate

between clusters. (Ciaramita et al. 2005) present an unsupervised model for learning ar-

bitrary relations between concepts of a molecular biology ontology. They investigate the

problem of populating an existing ontology with arbitrary semantic relations (e.g. “Cell

express the Receptor for Protein” or “Virus replicate in Cell”) which are strongly associ-

ated with ordered pairs of concepts. They exploit the syntactic structure and dependen-

cies between words to learn patterns for relations such as SUBJ→bind→DIR OBJ. Their

model takes as input a corpus of texts in which named entities, corresponding to ontology

concepts, have been identified. They use the GENIA corpus, for which the tagging has
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been carried out manually. Of the 196 extracted relations, 76.5% (150) are correct, i.e.,

express valid biological facts such as “Protein molecule induce-phosphorylation-of Pro-

tein molecule”, while 23.5% (43) are incorrect, e.g. “Protein inhibit-expression-of Lipid”.

(Villaverde et al. 2009) propose an approach based on the premise that non-taxonomic

relations are usually expressed by verbs that relate pairs of concepts. In the first stage

they apply a number of pre-processing steps. These pre-processing steps first take the

documents and perform a stopword elimination process. Then, sets of synonyms of con-

cepts from an ontology are created, using Wordnet. The use of synonymous increases

the recall of concepts extracted from a corpus. The corpus is then searched to iden-

tify pairs of concepts that occur in the same sentence with verbs that relate them. Thus,

each occurrence of a relation has the form of a tuple <concept 1, concept 2, verb> which

make up the set of candidate relationships. Then a mining algorithm is applied over this

set to identify association rules, which in this case will be of the form {<ci, cj>→ v |

ci, cj ∈ C and v is a verb}, where C is a set of domain concepts. As a result, rules are

extracted and then are evaluated according to the statistical evidence measures, support

and confidence. If the rule exceeds the predefined support and confidence thresholds,

it is suggested for further validation by domain experts. They used the Genia corpus

and its corresponding ontology. On the one hand, Genia corpus is a collection of ar-

ticles extracted from Medline database. This corpus currently contains 1000 abstracts

taken from the cited database, enclosing more than 400,000 different words. On the

other hand, Genia ontology presents a taxonomy of 47 biologically relevant nominal cat-

egories and comprises concepts related to gene expression. Of the extracted relations

77% (232) expressed valid biological relations, whereas 23% (72) were incorrect. (Nabila

et al. 2011) propose an approach based on discovering non-taxonomic relations in differ-

ent sentences. In this process, concepts and verbs are extracted from a corpus through

linguistic processes. Verbs with similar meaning are grouped, and for each group are

also added concepts that are related through each verb. After this, the Cartesian prod-

uct between subjects and objects most frequent of a group of verbs is calculated. They

use Electronic Voting Machine domain. Their text corpus extracted from New York Times

website consists of 20 documents and they achieved 77, 27% precision. (Punuru and
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Chen 2011) propose an unsupervised technique for extracting non-taxonomical rela-

tions from domain texts. They consider relations of the form Ci→Rl→Cj as instances of

non-taxonomic relations where Rl is a relation name. If concepts Ci and Cj are indeed

related with the relationship indicated by Rl, then the ordered triple (Ci, Rl, Cj) is con-

sidered a valid non-taxonomic relation in the domain. This technique consists on filtering

an initial set of concepts pairs, which are built based on co-occurrence of ontology con-

cepts in the sentences of a corpus, applying the log-likelihood ratio measure to identify

candidate concept pairs. Candidate relationship labels are identified using the VF*ICF

(VerbFrequency * InverseConceptFrequency) metric for measuring the importance of a

verb as a representative relation label. Then the log-likelihood ratio measure is used to

determine the relation label for each candidate concept pair. They use the same corpus

that the previous approach and achieve 68.42% accuracy.

On the other hand, there is a group of authors, such as (Ciaramita et al. 2005), (Villaverde

et al. 2009), (Nabila et al. 2011) and (Punuru and Chen 2011) that consider the scope

of verbs and do not use other context words near verbs. (Hasegawa et al., 2004) further

consider context of verbs and co-occurring non-verbs but does not use clustering results

to analyze the discriminative power of candidate words. (Shen et al. 2012) proposes

an unsupervised approach for extracting semantic relations from domain-specific text

documents. They consider context words (semantic context) and taxonomic relations

(structural context) to discover candidate keywords that can represent semantic relations.

The extraction process is divided in four steps Figure 2.8.

Figure 2.8: Framework for Extracting Ontological Relation (from (Shen et al. 2012)).
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The sentence selection step extracts sentences from the domain corpus, and then seg-

ments them. Then it identifies both ontology concepts and words with part-of-speech

(POS) tags. Then they select only the sentences that contain at least one pair of on-

tological concepts and a verb. The second step, relation detection, determines whether

two concepts are related to each other through the Chi-Square test of independence that

represents the degree of relatedness between two concepts. The Chi-Square statistic is

defined as:

X2 =
∑
ij

(Oij − Eij)
2

Eij
, (2.1)

where Oij denotes the observed frequency and Eij denotes the expected frequency of

ontology concepts ci and cj . The next step, context clustering, transforms the context

of each discovered concept pair to feature vectors for clustering. The generated context

clusters represent semantic relations of the concept pair for further extraction. In this

step the synonym dictionaries of WordNet are used to reduce the number of feature di-

mensions that support the calculation of semantic similarity among sentences. Finally

the last step recommends appropriate keywords for labeling the semantic relations of

concept pairs. Two weighting schemes, Term frequency and inverse cluster frequency

(TFICF), and child voting (CV), are developed to calculate keyword weights. In the first

the weights of the words in the clusters are estimated by the importance of a word in a

cluster and the numbers of cluster in which the word occurs. Child voting scheme, refines

the weights of context words. The idea is motivated by the fact that child concepts inherit

the attributes of a parent concept in a taxonomic hierarchy. Thus, semantic relations

may also be inherited. Finally, word weights are determined as linear combinations of

normalized TFICF and child votes and recommended as relation labels, which are later

validated by ontology engineers. The experimental domain is K9 natural science. Text-

books and teacher manuals, provided by a leading publisher (Kang-Hsuan Educational

Publishing Group1), are used as corpus. This corpus comprise 255 documents. An on-

tology is constructed manually from this corpus. The ontology consists of 272 concepts,

1336 instances, and taxonomic relations. They achieved 74% accuracy.

1http://www.knsh.com.tw
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2.2.4 Summarizing Relation Extraction Approaches

This section summarizes the relation extraction approaches in the literature. Previous

methods have adopted different approaches according to the degree of learning they

employ. First, in Section 2.2.1, supervised approaches that require a large amount of

training data were presented. Second, in Section 2.2.2, semi-supervised or boostrap-

ping approaches that need a small amount of training data such as a few seed tuples

were presented. Finally in Section 2.2.3 we described unsupervised approaches that do

not need any training data. However this classification is not the only way to characterize

relation extraction methods. They can also be classified by their extraction methodology.

Table 2.2 shows the methods that were discussed according to these different charac-

terizations.

Degree of learning

E
xt

ra
ct

io
n

m
et

ho
do

lo
gy

Supervised Semi-supervised Unsupervised

Features based (Kambhatla 2004),

(Zhou et al. 2005),

(Mintz et al. 2009),

(McDonald

et al. 2005).

(Banko et al. 2007),

(Chen et al. 2006),

(Sun et al. 2011).

Kernel (Zelenko et al. 2003)

, (Culotta and

Sorensen 2004),

(Bunescu and

Mooney 2005), (Zhou

et al. 2007).

Patern based (Brin 1998), (Agichtein

and Gravano 2000),

(Etzioni et al. 2005),

(Boer et al. 2006).

(Hasegawa

et al. 2004), (Cia-

ramita et al. 2005),

(Villaverde et al. 2009),

(Nabila et al. 2011),

(Punuru and

Chen 2011), (Shen

et al. 2012).

Ontology based (Etzioni et al. 2005),

(Boer et al. 2006).

(Ciaramita et al. 2005),

(Villaverde et al. 2009),

(Nabila et al. 2011),

(Punuru and

Chen 2011), (Shen

et al. 2012).

Table 2.2: Classification of Relation Extraction Methods.
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Moreover, we can consider also the use of ontologies by relation extraction methods, last

row of table 2.2. These methods detect relations among named entities defined in the

ontology. An ontology typically consists of several concepts which represent classes of

objects that are deemed important for the domain, taxonomical relations that describe the

hierarchical “IS-A” relationship between those concepts and other semantic relationships

between the concepts. A knowledge base consists of the union of concept instances and

relation instances. Basically, the goal of ontology based relation extraction is detecting

instances of relationships between pairs of named entities in texts and instantiating them

in a knowledge base.

2.3 Pronoun Resolution

Pronoun resolution concerns the identification of the antecedents of pronominal anaphors

in texts. It is an important and challenging sub-field of anaphora resolution, in which the

entities discussed in a given text are linked to all of the textual spans that refer to them.

Correct resolution of the antecedents of pronouns is important for a variety of other

natural language processing tasks, including information retrieval, text summarization,

and understanding in dialog systems. Pronoun resolution greatly enhances the recall

of relation extraction tools (Sazedj 2008). Research in pronoun resolution falls into two

broad categories (1) knowledge-rich approaches, and (2) knowledge-poor approaches.

Knowledge-rich approaches rely on linguistic knowledge and world knowledge repre-

sented in various ways, which is analyzed in Section 2.3.1. Otherwise, knowledge-poor

approaches rely only on heuristics and do not involve the use of input-text that has been

encoded with linguistic information, such as syntactic or semantic structure. These ap-

proaches are analyzed in section 2.3.2.

2.3.1 Knowledge-rich Approaches

Hobbs (Hobbs 1978) developed one of the most popular algorithms due to its simplicity

(it relies only on a syntactic parse tree) and hence has been used as a baseline in

numerous evaluations. The algorithm is based on searching for pronoun’s antecedent
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by searching the parse tree of the current sentence, by walking up the tree from the

pronoun and searching in a left-to-right breadth-first manner. The first candidate that

meets number, gender, and biding syntactic constraints is selected as the antecedent.

The two most important constraints are:

1. A non-reflexive pronoun and its antecedent may not occur in the same simplex sen-

tence.

2. The antecedent of a pronoun must precede or command the pronoun.

If one is not found, past sentences are also searched. The Hobbs algorithm was eval-

uated on 300 examples of pronoun occurrences in three different texts. The pronouns

covered were he, she, it and they. Overall, the algorithm resolved 88.3% of the cases

correctly. Together with a few constraints that the algorithm implemented, it achieved a

performance of 91.7%. However these results are for cases where there was no conflict

(that is, there were no multiple antecedents that had to be chosen from). In cases where

there was a choice of antecedents to be made, the performance decreased to 81.8%.

(Ge et al. 1998) present a statistical method for resolving pronoun anaphora. They use

a very small training corpus from the Penn Wall Street Journal Tree-bank marked with

co-reference resolution. They base their method on Hobbs algorithm but augment it with

a probabilistic model. The kind of information that they base their probabilistic model is:

1. Distance between the pronoun and its antecedent.

2. Syntactic Constraints.

3. The actual antecedents, which gives information regarding number, and gender.

4. Interaction between the head constituent of the pronoun and the antecedent.

5. The antecedent’s Mention Count - the higher number of times a referent has occurred

in the discourse before, the more likely it is to be the antecedent.

They assume that all these factors are independent. Their experiment first calculates

the probabilities from the training corpus and then uses these to resolve pronouns in
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the test corpus. Their data consists of 2477 pronouns (he, she and it). They obtained

82.9% accuracy. They also investigate the relative importance of each of the above

factors in finding the probability by running the program incrementally. They obtain an

accuracy of 65.3% using just the distance and syntactic constraints as implemented in

the Hobbs algorithm. After adding word information to the model (gender and number)

the performance rises to 75.7%. Adding knowledge about governing categories (headed-

ness) improved performance by only 2.2%. Finally, adding information about the mention

count improved accuracy to the final value of 82.9%. This mention count approximately

encodes information about the topic of a segment of discourse. Thus it indicates that

identifying the topic accurately can improve performance substantially.

2.3.2 Knowledge-poor Approaches

The approaches described in the previous section rely on linguistic knowledge. One

of the disadvantages of developing a knowledge-based system is that it is a very time-

consuming task. Consequently, the need for inexpensive and robust systems fuelled re-

newed research efforts in the field and a clear trend towards knowledge-poor approaches

was established. Cogniac is a system developed at the University of Pennsylvania to re-

solve pronouns with limited knowledge and linguistic resources (Baldwin 1997). The

main assumption of Cogniac is that there is a subclass of anaphora that does not require

general purpose reasoning. The system requires the pre-processing of input, sentence

detection, part-of speech tagging, simple noun phrase recognition, basic semantic cate-

gory information. Cogniac is built on the following core rules:

1. Unique in discourse: if there is a single possible antecedent i in the read-in portion of

the entire discourse, then pick i as the antecedent.

2. Reflexive: pick the nearest possible antecedent in the read-in portion of current sen-

tence if the anaphora is a reflexive pronoun.

3. Unique in current and prior: if there is a single possible antecedent textiti in the prior

sentence and the read-in portion of the current sentence, then pick textiti as the an-

tecedent.
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4. Possessive pronoun: if the anaphor is a possessive pronoun and there is a single

exact string match textiti of the possessive in the prior sentence, then pick textiti as

the antecedent.

5. Unique current sentence: if there is a single possible antecedent textiti the read-in

portion of the current sentence, then pick textiti as the antecedent.

6. If the subject of the prior sentence contains a single possible antecedent textiti, and

the anaphor is the subject of the current sentence, then pick textiti as the antecedent.

Cogniac operates as follows: Pronouns are resolved from left to right in the text. For

each pronoun, the rules are applied in the presented order. For a given rule, if an an-

tecedent is found, then the appropriate annotations are made to the text and no more

rules are tried for that pronoun, otherwise the next rule is tried. If no rules resolve the

pronoun, then it is left unresolved. The Cogniac system achieved 77.9% precision on a

set of New York Times articles.

A class of Knowledge-poor approaches that has received a lot of attention is the class

of centering based systems. Centering is a theory for discourse coherence and essen-

tially states that a discourse is divided into coherent segments and that each segment

contains one central entity. The pronouns of that segment, are considered likely to refer

to the central entity. The main premises of Centering Theory are that (1) people tend to

talk and write in a coherent manner, such that adjacent sentences tend to be about the

same topic and that (2) the continuation of focus entities are what makes a discourse

coherent. Because pronouns are usually used when continuing to talk about the fo-

cused entity, or making an entity salient, Centering Theory’s roles and constraints have

provided the background for many algorithms interested in resolving pronouns. BFP

algorithm (Brennan et al. 1987) uses the rules and constraints of Centering Theory to

select an intersentential candidate for a pronoun. The algorithm has figured prominently

in many evaluations but usually with poor results (59% accuracy) because the Center-

ing constraints are applied too rigidly. The S-List algorithm (Strube 1998), models the
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reader’s attentional state as he reads the text and orders antecedents according to infor-

mation status. This algorithm uses only one list which is updated incrementally as a sen-

tence processed and achieved better results (72% accuracy) than BFP algorithm. Other

algorithm based on Centering Theory is the Left-Right centering (LRC) (Tetreault 2001)

which discards some of the more complex notions of centering implemented in the BFP

algorithm and which orders antecedents according to their grammatical function. This

algorithm achieved 80% accuracy.

2.3.3 Summarizing Pronoun Resolution Approaches

This section addresses the problem of pronoun resolution in the literature. In partic-

ular, existing methods have adopted different approaches according to the knowledge

that they use. In Section 2.3.1, we present Knowledge-rich approaches that rely on lin-

guistic knowledge and world knowledge represented in various ways. In Section 2.3.2,

we present knowledge-poor approaches that rely only on heuristics and do not involve

the use of input-text that has been encoded with linguistic information. It is difficult to

compare the performance of the approaches mentioned above and far from straightfor-

ward because different setups and evaluation measures were used to. Despite this, it is

said that some approaches were evaluated by the same author under the same circum-

stances and conditions. However one must take into consideration, the trustworthiness

of these evaluations, since they were performed by individuals that were interested in

proving the superiority of their own approaches, (instead of performing impartial eval-

uations). The lack of impartiality lead to evaluations of competing approaches being

performed on mere subsets of the corpus, or to incomplete implementations of the ap-

proaches, unlike the respective author’s specifications. Considering the former facts, the

approaches scores and the respective sources where the evaluations were reported are

presented in table 2.3.

(Ge et al. 1998) evaluated the approaches on a corpus from the Penn Wall Street Jour-

nal Tree-bank, (Baldwin 1997) on a set of narratives, whereas (Tetreault 2001) used a

set of New York Times articles. An interesting observation is that Hobbs’s approach is
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Approaches
Source Hobbs Statistical Method Cogniac BFP S-List LRC

(Ge et al. 1998) 75.7% 82.9% - - - -
(Baldwin 1997) 78.8% 77.9% - - - -
(Tetreault 2001) 77% - - 59% 72% 80%

Table 2.3: Comparison of approaches evaluated on the same corpora.

commonly used as a baseline for comparison. It is noteworthy that its scores vary up

to 3.1% among the evaluations, probably due to the different nature of the corpora that

were used, and the underlying tools that were used for linguistic processing.





Chapter 3

Framework for extraction

non-taxonomic relations

I
n this section, we describe the framework we are performing for extracting non-taxonomic

relations. Given a domain ontology and a domain specific corpus, the framework aims

at enriching the ontology by adding non-taxonomic relations extracted from the domain

specific corpus of texts about a domain. Figure 3.9 illustrates the inputs and outputs of

the framework and the interaction between their main components.

Figure 3.9: Framework inputs and output and its four components.

The domain ontology in the figure is the target ontology that comprises concept entities

41
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and corresponding taxonomic relations. The domain specific corpus is the source from

which non-taxonomic relations are extracted. In section 3.1 we enumerate the essen-

tial assumptions and requirements behind the framework, as well as its main features,

in section 3.2. The framework comprises four components: (1) Pre-Processing Text; (2)

Predicate Identification; (3) Relation Occurrences Identification; and (4) Association Min-

ing. The modularity of each component enables the researcher to re-specify its behavior

with minor effort, without meddling with the whole framework. A detailed description

of the conceptual architecture of the framework and of each component follows in sec-

tion 3.3.

3.1 Assumptions and Requirements

In the following we enumerate some of the essential assumptions and requirements,

common to most information extraction systems, whilst explaining the position of our

framework with regard to each assumption.

1. Entities are tagged by Named Entity taggers.

In our framework the entities are tagged with the two resources (the Gazetteer and

the Semantic Tagger) offered by ANNIE, which is an entity extraction module incor-

porated in the GATE framework. These two resources are only capable of identifying

organizations, persons, locations, dates, and money. If the domain ontology which

is given as input to the framework has other concept, one needs to modify this two

resources (adding new gazetteer lists or new JAPE rules in order to tag the entities).

2. The arguments of a relation must appear within some local context, usually the

same sentence.

Although arguments are expected to occur within some local context, our framework

only extracts relations which occur in the same sentence.

3. Only information explicitly present in the corpus is extracted, no external sources

are used.
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4. Information is extracted as it is, regardless of its validity, that is, regardless of

whether it is considered true or not.

Like most systems, our system aims to extract what is explicitly mentioned in the text.

Nonetheless, the ontology is only enriched with new relations which keep it coherent.

For example, if the ontology disallows that females’ players have any relations with

the concept “Master 100”, which is a type of tournament only played by male players,

those relations are automatically discarded.

5. The corpus is considered consistent; it does not contain conflicting tuples.

As explained in the previous point, tuples which are incoherent with the ontology are

discarded. When conflicting tuples exist, which are potentially valid in the absence of

the others, we currently have no strategy for disambiguating the correct tuple.

3.2 Distinguishing Features

In the following, we mention some of the main features of the framework, in contrast to

related work, described in chapter 2.

1. Modular architecture.

The modularity of our framework is one of its strong points. It was designed for the

prototyping of different algorithms, and is thus not centered on a specific algorithm.

Its design is based on a few assumptions, namely to tackle the problem of relation ex-

traction from both a linguistic as well as an ontological perspective, but the framework

is independent of the underlying techniques in either part.

2. Fully unsupervised extraction.

Given a domain ontology and a domain specific corpus, the tool extracts relations

automatically without needing richly annotated corpora or any initial manually selected

seeds.

3. Support for Pronoun Resolution.

An efficient pronoun resolution algorithm increases the recall of extracted relations.
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4. Extraction of non-taxonomic relations based on the concepts present in the do-

main ontology.

The framework supports the extraction of non-taxonomic relations based on the con-

cepts present in the domain ontology in one pass, rather than extracting them in

different iterations over the corpus.

5. Enrichment of the ontology with the extracted non-taxonomic relations.

As opposed to most previous systems, our framework is ontology based and relies on

ontologies for guiding the extraction process, in particular, for specifying the concepts

that must be arguments of the extracted relations. As a result, it enriches the domain

ontology with the extracted non-taxonomic relations.

3.3 Conceptual Architecture

The framework comprises four main components. Developers can modify and extend the

behavior of each components, independently. To the researcher this means that he/she

can focus on different parts of the problem at a time, which then get integrated into a

coherent whole. The four main components are designated as follows:

1. Pre-Processing Text

2. Predicate Identification

3. Relation Occurrences Identification

4. Association Mining

The conceptual architecture of our framework, in Figure 3.10, illustrates the inputs and

outputs of the architecture and the interaction between its main components. A detailed

description of the four main components follows in the next sections.
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Figure 3.10: The conceptual architecture and its four main components.

3.3.1 Pre-Processing Text

In the Pre-Processing Text component, unstructured documents are transformed into

suitable representations to be used as input for next components. The pre-processing

stage takes the documents and segments them into sentences using punctuation marks

like full stop, exclamation mark, and question mark. To perform this first step, we use a

resource offered by ANNIE, the Sentence Splitter, that identifies sentence boundaries.

Then, Part of Speech (PoS) tagging labels each word in a given sentence as noun, verb,

pronoun, preposition, adverb, adjective or other lexical class. To perform this step, we

use two resources offered by ANNIE called Tokeniser and Part-of-speech Tagger. The

former splits the text into very simple tokens such as numbers, punctuation and words of

different types, then the latter produces a part-of-speech tag as an annotation on each

word or symbol. Next, a Named Entity Recognition (NER) system marks-up the entities

present in the text into ontological concepts. In this step the entities are tagged with

the two resources (the Gazetteer and the Semantic Tagger) offered by ANNIE. This two

resources only allow the identification of organizations, persons, locations, dates and
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money. If the domain ontology which is given as input to the framework has other con-

cepts, one needs to modify these two resources: adding new gazetteer lists or new JAPE

rules. This component actually maintains a collection of entities, one for each document

of the corpus. Each entry of the collection is a tuple consisting of the following argu-

ments: <name, startOffset, endOffset>. Beaside “name” which designates the name of

the entity, startOffset and endOffset keep track of the exact position of the reference to

the concept in the text. This information is important since a concept may be referred

to subsequently in different parts of the text and it is necessary to keep track of each

reference individually. The Pronoun Resolution step deals with the analysis of words

and expressions that refer to the same entities of the real world. More concretely, the

words or expressions that point back to previous entities within the discourse are called

anaphors, where the anaphor is restricted to the subset of anaphoric pronouns, and the

entities to which they refer are called antecedents. This step implements the S-List al-

gorithm (Strube 1998). S-List is an algorithm for simulating the reader’s attentional state

as he incrementally reads a text. The anaphor is maintained to refer to the center of

attention of the reader’s mind. The antecedents of the anaphor are ordered according

to their information status. They are separated into two categories: evoked and unused.

The algorithm which combines the insertion of entities into the S-List and the resolution

of pronouns within the same cycle is as follows:

For each entity e within each sentence Si:

1. If e is a proper name:

a. if already a member of the S-List, mark e as evoked;

b. else, insert it into S-List and mark as unused;

2. If e is a pronoun, then find the antecedent by looking through the S-list left to right

and mark as evoked.

3. Upon completion of Si remove all entities from the S-list that were mentioned before

Si−1 and are not referred to in Si.

Elements of the S-List are classified as evoked or unused, and evoked elements takes
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precedence over unused. Within a set of evoked or unused entities, entities of the same

utterance are sorted according to the order of their appearance and elements of more

recent utterances take precedence over older ones. The set of pronouns we considered

are: he, his, him, himself, she, her, and herself. We were forced to disregard the pronoun

it and its variations due to the absence of a procedure for solving the pleonastic it and

plurals (e.g. they, them) since we had no simple way of identifying plural entities. The

choice of the resolution algorithm was influenced by the architecture of our framework.

An important is imposed by our framework is to select an incremental resolution algo-

rithm, since the framework processes text incrementally and was not designed to jump

back and forth between different parts of a text. Moreover, sentence segmentation within

the framework closely resembles the segmentation of a discourse into utterances.

The next step of our architecture, lemmatization, is applied to reduce the dissimilarity of

the word forms into a singular form. This step is important for matching words when they

are not in the exact same form. For example in the Predicate Identification component,

we need to know that “play” and “playing” are two forms of the same verb to make a list

of predicates. The Morphological Analyser, a plugin in the GATE framework, is used. It

considers one token and its part of speech tag to identify its lemma. At this stage we

have the domain specific corpus fully annotated. In the last step, sentence selection, all

sentences that contain at least two ontological concepts and a verb are collected. We

do not process all sentences present in the documents since the sentences that do not

contain at least two ontological concepts and a verb do not contain any non-taxonomic

relation for our domain.

3.3.2 Predicate Identification

Recent work (Ciaramita et al. 2005, Villaverde et al. 2009, Nabila et al. 2011, Punuru

and Chen 2011) has shown that verbs are invaluable sources of evidence for retrieving

relations among entities. So, in this thesis, we further explore the trend of verb-based

extraction methods.
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Verbs are identified from text documents using the Parts of Speech (PoS) tagging step

in the Pre-Processing component. At this stage, the identified verbs present in the sen-

tences selected in the previous component are counted as predicate in set P, where P is

a set of predicates that contains all relevant verbs. Next, each predicate in P with similar

meaning is grouped together, P’. WordNet is used to identify synonyms between all the

predicates in P. For example:

P = {p1, p2, p3, p4, p5, p6}

P ′ = {(p1, p3), (p2, p4), (p5), (p6)}
(3.2)

The last step of this component calculates the weight for each group of predicates

present in P’. The weights of the group of predicates are calculated by a measure called

TFIDF through the estimation in terms of term frequency (TF) and inverse document

frequency (IDF). This measure estimates the importance of a word in the corpus and

the number of documents in which the word occurs. TFIDF is calculated using Equa-

tion (3.3).

TFIDF =
TFi

max (TFi)
∗ log N

ni
, (3.3)

where TFi is the frequency of all predicates present in a group of predicates in the cor-

pus, N is the number of documents, and ni is the number of documents that contains at

least one predicate present in a group of predicates. If any predicate present in a group

of predicates appears in numerous documents, the discriminative power of the group is

low. Accordingly, TFIDF estimates both the relative importance of a group of predicates

in the corpus and its discrimination among documents.
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3.3.3 Relation Occurrences Identification

The goal of this module is to discover relation occurrences in the selected sentences

indicating the existence of some relation between a pair of concepts. Non-taxonomic re-

lations are usually expressed by verbs relating pairs of concepts. The main idea behind

verb based relation extraction is that named entities are frequently clustered around a

verb, as the syntactic arguments of that verb. Thus, by identifying verbs and their argu-

ments, one may be able to identify many relevant sets of linguistically related entities.

In order to mine verb-based relations, the first step consists of detecting verbs and their

arguments. Even though this can be accomplished with the help of syntactic parsers. We

performed some preliminary experiments with the Minipar dependency parser (Lin 1998),

but were not satisfied with the results. The output of the parser has a reported precision

of about 80%, which means that the maximum accuracy that we could achieve for relation

extraction would generally fall below that value. So, in the first step of the Relation oc-

currences Identification component we use the Stanford’s dependency parser (de Marn-

effe et al. 2006), a high-accuracy statistical phrase structure parser trained on the Penn

Wall Street Journal Treebank. The next step of our architecture, relation extraction uses

Subject-Verb-Object (SVO) Triples method. This method imposes a stronger require-

ment for an initial concept pair (C1, C2): the pair must satisfy that C1 occurs as the

subject and C2 as an object in a sentence. Using the dependency parser we mined SVO

triplets. Specifically, we looked for subject-verb relationships using nsubj dependencies

and verb-object relationships using dobj and prep dependencies. Prep dependency en-

sures that we account for intransitive verbs with prepositional objects. If a subject or

object were not labeled as ontological concepts, they are ignored during triplet construc-

tion. For assigning relation labels, the SVO triples method chooses the verb between

the two concepts present in a concept pair for which its group has the highest TFIDF

value. Thus, the method forms triples (C1, Verb, C2) which are considered as candidate

relations that must undergo an association mining process (in next component) before

being suggested as a possible relationship between concepts in the domain to enrich

the ontology.
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To illustrate triple construction, consider the following two sentences:

(1) <Player>Wozniacki</Player> defeated third-seeded <Player>Lisicki</Player>.

(2) <Player>Federer</Player> retired in other <Round>Semi-final</Round>.

Figures 3.11, show the outputs of the Stanford parser for these two sentences.

Figure 3.11: Stanford dependency parse outputs.

With the help of the output of the Stanford dependency parser, we know in the first sen-

tence that “Federer” occurs as the subject (nsub dependency) and “Semi-final” occurs as

the object (prep dependency ensures that we account for intransitive verbs with preposi-

tional objects). So due to this, the SVO triples method chooses the verb between the two

concepts present in a concept pair in which its group has the highest TFIDF value. In

this case the only verb between the two concepts is “retired”, so the SVO method forms

the triple: retire(Fereder, Semi-Final). In the second sentence, we know that “Wozniacki”

occurs as the subject (nsub dependency) and “Lisicki” occurs as the object (dobj depen-

dency). So the SVO method forms the triple: defeat(Wozniacki, Lisicki), as “defeated” is

the only verb between the two concepts.

3.3.4 Association Mining

Once a set of candidate relations between concepts is available, one needs to collect

evidence to validate them before suggesting them to enrich the ontology. To this end we

use Above Expectation (AE) measure (Kavalec et al. 2004). This measure expresses the
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increase of conditional frequency, as defined in Equation (3.4), compared to frequency

expected under the assumption of independence of associations of each of the concepts

with the verb.

P ((C1 ∧ C2)/V ) =
|{ti|V,C1, C2 ∈ ti}|
|{ti|V ∈ ti}|

(3.4)

Equation (3.4) is the conditional frequency (empirical probability) that measures the as-

sociation between a verb and a concept pair where ti is a set of candidate relations. This

probability helps to find possible concept pairs associated with a given verb. The AE

measure, as defined in Equation (3.5), can be explained as follows: If the co-occurrence

of a concept pair (C1, C2) with a given verb V is more frequent than the individual con-

cept’s co-occurrence with V, then verb V is probably semantically related to the concept

pair, and thus should be a good candidate label for concept pair.

AE((C1 ∧ C2)/V ) =
P ((C1 ∧ C2)/V )

P (C1/V ) ∗ P (C2/V )
(3.5)

The AE measure compares a conditional frequency with the product of two simpler con-

ditional frequencies, as defined in Equations (3.6) and (3.7).

P (C1/V ) =
|{ti|V,C1 ∈ ti}|
|{ti|V ∈ ti}|

(3.6)

P (C2/V ) =
|{ti|V,C2 ∈ ti}|
|{ti|V ∈ ti}|

(3.7)

As a result, candidate relations are evaluated according to the statistical evidence mea-

sure. If it exceeds a predefined threshold, candidate relations are suggested to enrich

the ontology with those non-taxonomic relations.





Chapter 4

Evaluation

I
n this chapter, we describe the evaluation of the framework for non-taxonomic relation

extraction from texts to enrich an ontology as presented in the previous section. In

section 4.1, we describe the evaluation procedure and metrics that were applied. In

section 4.2 and 4.3, we present two cases studies, which involve choosing a domain of

interest and selecting a corpus and an ontology for the evaluation of our framework. We

have tested two distinct domains, so here we describe the experiments and discuss our

results. One of the challenges of ontology based relation extraction is to find appropriate

corpora and ontologies for testing systems. This limitation has led some researchers

to evaluate their systems on different domains, making comparison of results difficult.

In choosing a domain of interest, we attempted to pick a domain of my interesting (the

tennis sport domain present in section 4.2) and a domain which is generally interesting

for the public and can be reused in other experiments (the biographies of movie actors

domain present in section 4.3). Another requirement was that the corpus should be as

large as possible, preferably incorporating different writing styles as a result of social

effort, in order to cover as many relations as possible.

4.1 Procedure and Metrics

It is extremely difficult to evaluate extraction systems on large corpora. Either a reference

standard is somehow available for the entire corpus, or a sample has to be selected for

53
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which a reference is manually created. An overall important detail is to distinguish among

a priori and a posteriori evaluations. In an apriori evaluation, the reference standard is

created beforehand and the results of the system are measured against the reference. In

an a posteriori evaluation, results are presented to an evaluator, who then decides which

of them are correct and which are not. Comparing the strict a priori method with the

more relaxed a posteriori, the work in (Schutz and Buitelaar 2005) reports a degradation

of about 10% in the precision of the former over the latter.

In our case, we have performed an a priori evaluation. The reference standard to both

case studies was manually created by myself and 3 annotators. As we are evaluating

triples against a reference standard, we decided to use the classic metrics Precision (P),

Recall (R) and F1 as presented below.

Precision =
tp

tp+ fp
(4.8)

Recall =
tp

tp+ fn
(4.9)

F1 = 2.
precision.recall

precision+ recall
(4.10)

where tp is true positives, which are the triples extracted as belonging to the reference

standard, fp is false positives, which are the triples extracted as not belonging to the

reference standard, and fn is false negatives, which are the triples that belong to the

reference standard but were not extracted.

We also decided to use the Accuracy metric, as defined in Equation 4.11, in order to

compare with other approaches studied in chapter 2.

Accuracy =
tp+ tn

tp+ fp+ fn+ tn
(4.11)
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The Kappa-statistic (Carletta 1996) which is a statistical measure for assessing the reli-

ability of agreement between a fixed number of annotators was also used. The equation

for Kappa-statistic is:

k =
Pr(a).P r(e)

1− Pr(e)
(4.12)

where Pr(a) is the relative observed agreement among annotators, and Pr(e) is the hy-

pothetical probability of chance agreement.

4.2 Case of Study: Tennis Sport Domain

In this case study, we attempted to pick a domain of my interesting. Another requirement

was that the corpus should incorporate different writing styles as a result of social effort,

in order to cover as many forms of expressing a relation as possible. The aforementioned

conditions led us to create a corpus of tennis sport. Before we dig deeper in the experi-

ments and the discussion of our results, we continue with a description of the corpus and

the ontology. In particular, we explain how the corpus was acquired, and present some

useful statistics on the corpus.

4.2.1 Corpus

The corpus used in this case study is composed of 5,000 news collected from seven dif-

ferent sources. The choice of these sources was based on which countries\continents

where the tennis sport is most important. The four Grand Slam tournaments, also called

Majors, are the most important annual tennis events. They offer the most ranking points

and prize money, the greatest strength and size of field and attract the most public and

media attention. The Grand Slam itinerary consists of the Australian Open, the French

Open, Wimbledon, and the US Open. For each Grand Slam location a national online

journal was chosen. Besides these an American generic online journal and an European
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sports journal were used, since these continents host a large number of tournaments.

Finally a specific Tennis online journal was also chosen as source. Table 4.4 shows the

seven different sources and the number of news collected from each source as well as

the number of words and the number of sentences present in news.

Source Number of news Number of words Number of Sentences

BBC Sport1 750 301 185 10 551

CNN2 750 383 373 12 624

Eurosport3 750 294 742 9 695

ESPN4 750 362 433 9 881

France245 500 249 679 6 946

Tennis6 750 260 506 6 262

TheAge Sport7 750 368 594 10 695

Total 5000 2 220 512 66654

Table 4.4: Statistics of tennis sport corpus.

A number of conclusions follows from the data in table 4.4. The news from CNN are

the largest while the news of Tennis are the smallest. Also the 500 news extracted from

France24 have more sentences and more words than the 750 news extracted for the

Tennis. This is justified by the fact that the Tennis online journal is exclusive for this sport

and its writing style more focused.

1http://www.bbc.com
2http://www.cnn.com
3http://www.eurosport.com
4http://espn.go.com/
5http://www.france24.com
6http://www.tennis.com
7http://www.theage.com.au/sport
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4.2.2 Ontology

The ontology defines the concepts and relations of interest within the domain under

question and consists of: (1) Concepts, which represent classes of objects that are

deemed important for the domain; (2) Taxonomic relations that describe the hierarchi-

cal “IS-A” relationship between concepts; (3) Non-taxonomic relationships between the

concepts. In this study, an ontology was built manually, with just concepts and the taxo-

nomic relations. The ontology, illustrated in figure 4.12, consists of 22 concepts and their

taxonomic relations that describe the hierarchical relationship between concepts. The

ontology was formalized in OWL.

Figure 4.12: The tennis sport ontology.

From among the many possible concepts within the tennis domain, we had to pick a

few. Although our corpus is domain-specific, covering the tennis domain, the aim of this

ontology is to allow extraction of relations which are generic enough to be applied to other

news. This choice is based on two reasons: (1) to ease comparison with previous works

that focus on binary extraction, (2) because the annotation tool we used for marking up

named entities, by default, only recognizes people, organizations, dates, locations and
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money. We extended the annotation tool to recognize other concepts in our ontology,

based on a list of keywords (such as Person, Referee, Coach, Tournament, Grand Slam,

Master 1000, ATP 500, ATP 250, Challenger, Round and Point) and based on regular

expressions (such as Title, Ranking and Result).

4.2.3 Experiments

In the following we present the experiments in this study case which were conducted for

the evaluation our framework. Table 4.5 presents a brief overview of the experiments.

Description
Experiment 1 Extraction on larger scale without pronoun resolution module

with a reference standard without pronouns.
Experiment 2 Extraction without pronoun resolution module

with a reference standard with pronouns.
Experiment 3 Extraction with pronoun resolution module

with a reference standard with pronouns.

Table 4.5: Overview of the evaluation experiments in tennis domain.

The remainder of this section discusses each of the experiments in detail.

4.2.3.1 Experiment 1

In this experiment, we evaluated our approach using a large sample. We randomly se-

lected a sample of 500 documents from the corpus and manually created a reference

standard for the sample. In this experiment the pronoun resolution module integrated

into the Pre-Processing Text component was not available yet, so the experiment did

not include relations whose entities are referred to by pronouns. Results are shown in

figure 4.13.

We started with the threshold of 0 and gradually increased the value. Recall decreased

with the increase of threshold value since the total number of correct extracted relations

reduced. Precision increased until the threshold was 0,8 which indicates that the wrong
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Figure 4.13: Precision, Recall and F1 curves for different Above Expectations thresholds.

extracted relations has the Above Expectation value lower than that value. The best F1-

measure was 70% and it was found with the threshold of 0,6. The experiment shows

that the best balance between the total number of correct extracted relations and the

correct relations which have not been extracted is with the threshold value of 0,6. In this

experiment, we calculated the accuracy measure (74, 23%) in order to compare in some

approaches studied in Chapter 2. This result is about the same than the results achieved

in the (Shen et al. 2012) approach (74%), although the setup is not the same.

Furthermore, we asked 3 annotators to manually create a reference standard for 250

of the 500 documents used in this experiment. Results are shown in table 4.6. These

metrics were calculated with the threshold value of 0,6 since that value was considered

the best value for that study case.

Precision Recall F1-Measure
Annotator 1 69,44% 68,69% 69,06%
Annotator 2 67,99% 69,24% 68,61%
Annotator 3 72,11% 69,37% 70,71%

Table 4.6: Evaluation scores for each annotator.

The results are quite interesting and a few conclusions follow. First, we remark that the
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value of the Recall varies less than 1% between annotators but 4% and 5% in compar-

ison with the Recall for our reference standard (64% present in figure 13). Precision

varies 5% between the 3 annotators and decreases more than 6% when compared to

the Precision (78% present in figure 4.13) calculated with our reference standard. These

variations led us to calculate the Kappa-statistic (Carletta 1996) which is a statistical

measure for assessing the reliability of agreement between a fixed number of annota-

tors. Results are shown in table 4.7.

Kappa
Our reference standard and Annotator 1

reference standard 0,40
Our reference standard and Annotator 2

reference standard 0,41
Our reference standard and Annotator 3

reference standard 0,51
3 Annotators reference standard 0,66

Our reference standard and 3 Annotators
reference standard 0,60

Table 4.7: The Kappa-statistic between a fixed number of annotators.

Note that the best Kappa value was between the 3 Annotators which indicates that they

agree more between them in comparison with our reference standard. Also, the annota-

tor that agrees more with our reference standard is Annotator 3.

4.2.3.2 Experiment 2

In this experiment, we randomly selected a sample of 100 documents from the corpus

and manually created a reference standard for the sample that included relations whose

entities are referred to by pronouns. The pronoun resolution module was not integrated

into the Pre-Processing Text component yet, which excluded relations whose entities are

referred to by pronouns to be recognized. Table 4.8 summarizes our results. These met-

rics were calculated with the threshold value of 0,6 since that value was considered the

best value for that case study.

The evaluation scores show that precision is 7% lower in comparison with experiment 1,
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Precision Recall F1-Measure

71,17% 49,14% 58,14%

Table 4.8: Evaluation scores without pronoun resolution module.

where we used a sample of 500 documents instead of 100 documents used in this ex-

periment. The recall score is very low due to the absence of pronoun resolution module

in this experiment. Therefore, F1-Measure score is also very low due to the Recall score

being very low.

4.2.3.3 Experiment 3

For the same setup of the experiment 2, the goal of this experiment was to measure

whether there is any tangible increase in recall with the help of a pronoun resolution

module. Results are shown in table 4.9.

Precision Recall F1-Measure

67,00% 66,83% 66,91%

Table 4.9: Evaluation scores with pronoun resolution module.

The results of this experiment are very encouraging. Recall scores are substantially

higher. This is due to the fact that in this experiment a much higher number of relation

instances is considered with the help of the pronoun resolution module, even though

the number of documents is the same. The Precision score decreases in comparison

to the previous experiment which indicates that our pronoun resolution module does not

solve correctly 100% of the pronouns present in this sample. Comparing the F1-Measure

scores with the score obtained in the previous experiment, the pronoun resolution mod-

ule yields an improvement of nearly 9%.

Furthermore, we asked 3 annotators to manually create a reference standard for the
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sample used in this experiment. A small sample of the 100 documents used in this ex-

periment with the reference standard manually created for each annotator is included in

appendix A. Results are shown in table 4.10.

Precision Recall F1-Measure
Annotator 1 62,32% 70,67% 66,23%
Annotator 2 61,33% 70,14% 65,44%
Annotator 3 61,33% 67,30% 64,18%

Table 4.10: Evaluation scores with pronoun resolution module for each annotator.

The results are quite interesting and a few conclusions follow. First, we remark that

the value of Recall varies only less than 3% but is always higher in comparison to the

score obtained with our reference standard. Precision varies less than 1% between the

3 annotators and decreases more than 6% in comparison to Precision for our reference

standard. These variations led us to calculate the Kappa-statistic measure again in order

to measure the agreement between annotators. Results are shown in table 4.11.

Kappa
Our reference standard and Annotator 1

reference standard 0,47
Our reference standard and Annotator 2

reference standard 0,51
Our reference standard and Annotator 3

reference standard 0,57
3 Annotators

reference standard 0,77
Our reference standard and 3 Annotators

reference standard 0,70

Table 4.11: The Kappa-statistic between a fixed number of annotators.

Note that the best value of Kappa was between the 3 Annotators which indicates that they

agree more between them in comparison to our reference standard. Also, the annotator

that agrees more with our reference standard is again Annotator 3. These results support

the same conclusions that experiment 1.
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4.2.4 Detailed Example in the Tennis Sport Domain

In this section we present a detailed news example belonging to the corpus built for this

case study:

”Jovanovski reaches quarterfinals in Luxembourg.

Jovanovski of Serbia advanced to the quarterfinals of the Luxembourg

Open by beating Su-Wei Hsieh of Taiwan 6-1, 6-4 Wednesday. The

38th-ranked Jovanovski has yet to lose a set in the tournament. She

will face either top-seeded Caroline Wozniacki of Denmark or Monica

Niculescu of Romania.”

In table 4.12, we show our reference standard for each experiment, as well as the ref-

erence standard created by each annotator and the outputs of our framework for each

experiment according to the previous example.

Reference Reference Output Output
standard standard Annotator Annotator Annotator without with
without with 1 2 3 pronoun pronoun

pronouns pronouns resolution resolution
module module

reach(Jovanovski,
quarterfinals) x x x x x x x

advance(Jovanovski,
quarterfinals) x x x x x x x

advance(Jovanovski,
Luxembourg Open) x x x x

face(Jovanovski,
Caroline Wozniacki) x x x x x

face(Jovanovski,
Monica Niculescu) x x x

Table 4.12: Information about detail example in tennis sport domain.

In the experiment 1, we used the reference standard without pronouns since every ap-

proach that we studied in the related work also use it. We can conclude in this example

that in this experiment 1 the output of our framework extract two of the three relations

present in the reference standard used in this experiment. The relation that was not
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extracted due to the parser used in our third framework component does not possess

100% accuracy. In the experiment 2, we used the reference standard with pronouns

without using the pronoun resolution model, since we wanted to understand how many

relations were lost and recall score obtained. Two of the five relations were extracted in

this experiment but two of these should not be extracted, since the pronoun resolution

model is not being used. Experiment 3 is similar to experiment 2, with the addition of

using the pronoun resolution model. One more relation is extracted, since one of the

entities of that relation is referred by a pronoun. The other relation that was referred by a

pronoun was not extracted, not by a pronoun resolution model fault, but due to a parser

fault.

4.3 Case of Study: Biographies of Movie Actors Domain

In this case study, we attempted to pick a domain which is generally interesting for the

public and can be reused in other experiments. We also tried to pick a domain which

had, at least to some extent, already been tackled by other researchers, in order to allow

for comparison of results. Another requirement was that the corpus should incorporate

different writing styles as a result of social effort, in order to cover as many forms of

expressing a relation as possible. The aforementioned conditions led us to create a

corpus of biographies of movie actors. Before we dig deeper in the experiments and the

discussion of our results, we continue with a description of the corpus and the ontology.

In particular, we explain how the corpus was acquired, and present some useful statistics

on the corpus.

4.3.1 Corpus

The Internet Movie Database (IMDb)1 is a popular site for looking up information on

movie reviews. The site also offers a wealth of information about people involved in

movies, including biographies of actors, directors and producers. Information on IMDb is

1http://www.imdb.com
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a result of social collective effort. Having been written by thousands of people, it is rea-

sonable to expect that biographies reflect different writing styles, rendering this corpus

particularly interesting for the proposed analysis. Crawling the IMDb site for biographies,

we extracted a corpus of 50 documents. Table 4.13 shows the number of words and the

number of sentences present in the corpus.

Number of words Number of Sentences

Biography Corpus 15 331 283

Table 4.13: Statistics of biography corpus.

4.3.2 Ontology

From among the many possible concepts of interest within the biography domain, we

had to pick a few. Although our corpus is domain-specific, covering biographies of the

movie domain, the aim of this ontology is to extract relations which are generic enough

to be applied to other types of biographies. This choice is based on two reasons: (1)

to ease comparison with other works which focus on binary extraction, (2) because the

annotation tool we used for marking up named entities, by default, only recognizes peo-

ple, organizations, dates and locations, making it difficult to work with domain-specific

relations. We extended the annotation tool to recognize educational institutions, as sub-

types of organizations, based on a list of keywords which commonly occur in the names

of these institutions, such as: school, college, university and academy.

Our ontology, illustrated in figure 4.14, contains the aforementioned concepts and tax-

onomic relations that describe the hierarchical relationships between concepts. Again,

the ontology was formalized in OWL.
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Figure 4.14: The Biography ontology.

4.3.3 Experiments

In the following, we present the experiments which were conducted for the evaluation our

framework in this study case. Table 4.14 presents a brief overview of the experiments.

Description
Experiment 1 Extraction without pronoun resolution module

with a reference standard with pronouns.
Experiment 2 Extraction with pronoun resolution module

with a reference standard with pronouns.

Table 4.14: Overview of the evaluation experiments in biography domain.

The remainder of this section discusses each of the experiments in detail.

4.3.3.1 Experiment 1

In this experiment, we used all documents presents in corpus and manually created a

reference standard for the sample. The pronoun resolution module integrated into the

Pre-Processing Text component was not available, excluding relations whose entities

are referred to by pronouns. Unfortunately, this experiment has a pitfall, since the ref-

erence standard does not exclude relations whose entities are referred to by pronouns.

Table 4.15 summarizes our results.
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Precision Recall F1-Measure

77,88% 47,83% 59,26%

Table 4.15: Evaluation scores without pronoun resolution module.

The evaluation scores show that precision score is 7% higher in comparison with the

experiment 2 in the case study of tennis domain, where we used a sample of 100 docu-

ments instead of 50 documents used in this experiment. The recall score is very low due

to the absence of pronoun resolution module in this experiment. Therefore, F1-Measure

score is also very low due to the Recall score being very low.

4.3.3.2 Experiment 2

For the same setup of the previous experiment, the goal of this experiment was to mea-

sure whether there is any tangible increase in recall with the help of the pronoun resolu-

tion module. Results are shown in table 4.16.

Precision Recall F1-Measure

71,35% 69,02% 70,17%

Table 4.16: Evaluation scores with pronoun resolution module.

The results of this experiment are very encouraging. Recall scores are substantially

higher. This is due to the fact that in this experiment a much higher number of relation

instances is considered with the help of the pronoun resolution module, even though the

number of documents is the same. The Precision score decreases in comparisonto the

previous experiment which indicates that our pronoun resolution module does not solve

correctly 100% of the pronouns present in this sample. Comparing the F1-Measure

scores with the score obtained in the previous experiment, the pronoun resolution mod-

ule yields an improvement of nearly 11%. This improvement is better than the improve-

ment obtained in the first study case (improvement of 9%). This is due to the fact that in

this study case there are more relations whose entities are referred to by pronouns. In

this experiment, we calculated the accuracy measure (77, 15%) in order to compare in
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some approaches studied in Chapter 2. This result is better than the result achieved in

the (Shen et al. 2012) approach (74%) and about the same than (Villaverde et al. 2009)

approach (77%), although the setups are not the same.

Furthermore, we asked 3 annotators to manually create a reference standard for the

sample used in this experiment. A small sample of the 50 documents used in this ex-

periment with the reference standard manually created for each annotator is included in

appendix B. Results are shown in table 4.17.

Precision Recall F1-Measure
Annotator 1 67,43% 71,83% 69,56%
Annotator 2 67,85% 72,04% 69,88%
Annotator 3 68,91% 72,32% 70,57%

Table 4.17: Evaluation scores with pronoun resolution module for each annotator.

The results are quite interesting and a few conclusions follow. First, we remark that the

value of the Recall varies only less than 1% but is always higher in comparisonto the

score obtained with our reference standard. Precision varies 1,5% between the 3 an-

notators and decreases more than 3% in comparison to the Precision score calculated

with our reference standard. These variations made us to calculate the Kappa-statistic

measure again in order to measure the agreement between the annotators. Results are

shown in table 4.18.

Kappa
Our reference standard and Annotator 1

reference standard 0,61
Our reference standard and Annotator 2

reference standard 0,63
Our reference standard and Annotator 3

reference standard 0,69
3 Annotators

reference standard 0,83
Our reference standard and 3 Annotators

reference standard 0,87

Table 4.18: The Kappa-statistic between a fixed number of annotators.

Comparing the Kappa scores with those obtained in the experiment 3 of the study case
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of tennis domain, we can conclude that the scores are substantially higher in this study

case than in the tennis domain study case. This may be due to several factors: (1) the

ontology used in this study case has fewer concepts, (2) the modeled domain is easier

to understand and (3) the writing style is more ‘clean’. Another conclusion is that the 3

Annotators agree more between them in comparison to our reference standard.

4.3.4 Detailed Example in the Biographies of Movie Actors Domain

In this section we present a detailed news example belonging to the corpus built for this

case study:

”Sharon Stone was born in Meadville, a small town in Pennsylvania.

She was the second of four children. At the age of 15, she studied

in Saegertown High School, Pennsylvania and, at that same age, en-

tered Edinboro State University of Pennsylvania, and graduated with a

degree in creative writing and fine arts.”

In table 4.19, we show our reference standard for each experiment, as well as the ref-

erence standard created by each annotator and the outputs of our framework for each

experiment according to the previous example.

Reference Output Output
standard Annotator Annotator Annotator without with

with 1 2 3 pronoun pronoun
pronouns resolution resolution

module module

born(Sharon Stone,
Meadville) x x x x x x

study(Sharon Stone,
Saegertown High School) x x x x x

enter(Sharon Stone,
Edinboro State University) x x x x

Table 4.19: Information about detail example in biographies of movie actors domain.
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In experiment 1, we used the reference standard with pronouns without using the pro-

noun resolution model, since we wanted to understand how many relations were lost

and recall score obtained. We can conclude in this example that in this experiment 1 the

output of our framework extract one of the three relations but two of these should not be

extracted, since the pronoun resolution model is not being used. Experiment 2 is simi-

lar to experiment 1, with the addition of using the pronoun resolution model. One more

relation is extracted, since one of the entities of that relation is referred by a pronoun.

The other relation that was referred by a pronoun was not extracted, not by a pronoun

resolution model fault, but due to a parser fault.



Chapter 5

Conclusions

Manual construction of ontologies is an expensive and time consuming task be-

cause the professionals required for this task (i.e. domain specialists and knowl-

edge engineers) usually are highly specialized. The fast and cheap ontology develop-

ment is crucial for the success of knowledge based applications and the Semantic Web.

An approach for this problem is to provide an automatic or semi-automatic support for

ontology construction. This field of research is usually referred to as ontology learning.

Extracting non-taxonomic relations from domain texts is an important component for au-

tomated ontology learning. In spite of its importance, non-taxonomic relation extraction

is relatively little tackled. In this thesis, we present a framework to implement an unsu-

pervised approach for this task. Given a domain ontology and a domain specific corpus,

our approach enriches the ontology by adding non-taxonomic relations extracted from

the domain specific corpus.

In the following, we describe some of the most important contributions of this work:

• Framework for Relation Extraction

In addressing the problem of relation extraction, we developed and presented a

new framework. It allows for the combination of domain independent linguistic

techniques for the extraction of relation candidates, based on domain ontologies

which provide the means for specifying the domain of interest and the concepts that

must be arguments of relations. The framework is unique in its kind with regard to
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several of its features, the most important of which are enumerated in the following.

• Ontology-Based Extraction

The extraction process in our framework is guided by ontologies, which specify the

domain of interest. The extraction process, uses the ontology, for specifying the

concepts that must be arguments of the relations that are aimed at being extracted.

• Pronoun Resolution

An important contribution of this work is the pronoun resolution module which was

integrated within the first component of our framework (i.e. the Pre-Processing

Text component). The simplicity of its implementation shows the modularity of the

framework, but more importantly, it shows how easily semantic web applications

can benefit from linguistic techniques. We showed how the module significantly in-

creases the recall of extracted relations and, in some cases, enables the extraction

of new relations, which would have been inaccessible otherwise.

• Ontology Learning

Another contribution is providing a semi-automatic support for ontology construc-

tion. Given a domain ontology and a domain specific corpus, our framework has the

main goal of enriching the ontology by adding non-taxonomic relations extracted

from the domain specific corpus. Extracting non-taxonomic relations from domain

texts is an important component for automated ontology learning.

The results we obtained in this thesis are encouraging, and yet indicative of the fact that

still a lot needs to be done in this field of research.

5.1 Future Work

In terms of future work, some promising lines of research include:

• New Algorithms

The development of new algorithms for relation extraction which explore other types
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of relations besides those expressed through verbs constitutes an important chal-

lenge. For example our framework only extracts a relation when a verb exists be-

tween two ontological concepts. Another algorithm can be implemented to extract

relations that do not require a verb between two ontological concepts, for example

in this sentence ”Tom Cruise, son of Thomas Mapother, was born in July 3, 1962”,

we could not extract the relation son(Tom Cruise, Thomas Mapother). Moreover,

it may be possible to combine a number of different extraction algorithms into one

holistic approach.

• Ontology

An interesting line of future research is to analyze more carefully the impact of on-

tology design on the extraction process. In this regard, one of the limitations of our

framework to be addressed is that it doesn’t support n-ary relations. Moreover, one

may seek to take better advantage of the constraints defined in the ontology in or-

der to guide the extraction process. Ontologies which are more carefully designed

should thus yield better extraction results.

• Pronoun Resolution

We have focused on the resolution of singular third person pronouns in this work.

The resolution of plural pronouns as well as more complex types of anaphors such

as corefering noun phrases may further increase the recall of extracted relations.
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Appendix A

Tennis Corpus Sample with

Reference Standard for each

Annotator

Stosur, Keys to meet in Osaka semifinals.

Former champion Samantha Stosur reached the Japan Open semifinals, beating Misaki Doi of Japan 6-1,

3-6, 6-3 on Friday.

Awaiting the third-seeded Stosur on Saturday is American teenager Madison Keys, who advanced to her

first WTA semifinals with a 6-3, 6-1 victory over China’s Zheng Jie.

In the other semi, Canada’s Eugenie Bouchard faces Japan’s Kurumi Nara.

Stosur, who won the title in 2009, raced ahead 5-0 in the opening set, but Doi rallied to rouse the home

crowd and take the second set. The two exchanged service breaks in the third before Stosur held on to win.

(from http://www.tennis.com)

Our Output Output

Reference Annotator Annotator Annotator without with

Standard 1 2 3 pronoun pronoun

resolution resolution

reach(Samantha Stosur, Japan Open Semifinals) x x x x x x

face(Eugenie Bouchard, Kurumi Nara) x x x x x x

race(Stosur, 5-0) x - - x x x
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Keys reaches fourth quarterfinal of season in Osaka.

Sixth-seeded Madison Keys reached her fourth WTA quarterfinal of the season Thursday by beating China’s

Shuai Zhang 6-3, 6-0 in the second round of the Japan Open.

The 18-year-old American won nine successive games to wrap up the match in just 51 minutes. Keys lost

just three points in the second set.

Ninth-seeded Kristina Mladenovic of France faltered after winning a 67-minute first set, losing 6-7 (5), 6-2,

6-0 to Jie Zheng of China.

Jie will play Keys on Friday for a place in the semifinals.

Misaki Doi also reached the quarters by beating fellow Japanese player Kimiko Date-Krumm 7-6 (3), 6-4.

Doi will face American Samantha Stosur, who at No. 3 is the highest seeded player still in the tournament.

(from http://www.tennis.com)

Our Output Output

Reference Annotator Annotator Annotator without with

Standard 1 2 3 pronoun pronoun

resolution resolution

reach(Keys, quarterfinal) x x x x x x

face(Keys, WTA quarterfinal) x x x x x x

lose(Keys, three points) x - x x - -

lose(Kristina Mladenovic, 6-7 (5) 6-2 6-0) x x x x - -

play(Jie, Keys) x - x x x x

reach(Misaki Doi, quaters) x - - x x x

face(Doi, Samatha Stosur) x x x x x x
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Suarez Navarro, Flipkens reach Linz quarterfinals.

Carla Suarez Navarro of Spain and Kirsten Flipkens of Belgium advanced to the quarterfinals of the Generali

Ladies on Wednesday.

The No. 4-seeded Suarez Navarro defeated Elina Svitolina of Ukraine 6-1, 6-4. In her seventh quarterfinal

of the season, Suarez Navarro will play the fifth-seeded Flipkens, who routed Camila Giorgi of Italy 6-2, 6-1.

In a first-round match, Karin Knapp of Italy overcame six double-faults to defeat 2007 champion Daniela

Hantuchova of Slovakia 6-2, 7-6 (6).

Alexandra Cadantu of Romania beat Melanie Klaffner of Austria 7-6 (4), 6-2 and will play either top-seeded

Angelique Kerber or fellow Romanian Monica Niculescu.

(from http://www.tennis.com)

Our Output Output

Reference Annotator Annotator Annotator without with

Standard 1 2 3 pronoun pronoun

resolution resolution

reach(Suarez Navarro, Linz quarterfinals) x x x x x x

reach(Flipkens, Linz quarterfinals) x x x x x x

advance(Suarez Navarro, Linz quarterfinals) x x x x x x

advance(Flipkens, Linz quarterfinals) x - x x - -

defeat(Suarez Navarro, Elina Svitolina) x x x x - -

play(Suarez Navarro, Flipkens) x x x x x x

face(Alexandra Cadantu, Melanie Klaffer) x x x x x x
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Moya to be named Spanish Davis Cup captain.

Former top-ranked player Carlos Moya is set to replace Alex Corretja as captain of Spain’s Davis Cup team.

Moya’s appointment is expected to be announced formally on Thursday. He will take over in 2014 from

Corretja, whose contract expires at the end of this year.

Moya tweets Wednesday: ”A very interesting day. Personally and professionally speaking”.

He also announced that his wife is pregnant with their third child.

Moya beat Corretja in the 1998 French Open final. He clinched the decisive point for five-time champion

Spain in the 2004 Davis Cup final.

Under Corretja, Spain reached the 2012 Davis Cup final without Rafael Nadal, who returned last month to

help win a playoff against Ukraine to stay in the World Group.

Spain’s next Davis Cup match will be at Germany. Moya and Nadal are both natives of Mallorca.

(from http://www.tennis.com)

Our Output Output

Reference Annotator Annotator Annotator without with

Standard 1 2 3 pronoun pronoun

resolution resolution

replace(Carlos Moya, Alex Corretja) x x x x x x

beat(Moya, Corretja) x x x x x x

reach(Spain, Davis Cup Final) x - - x x x

Take(Moya, Corretja) x - - - x x

native(Moya, Mallorca) - - - x x x

native(Nadal, Mallorca) - - - x - -
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Tennis - Wildcard Zhang wins maiden WTA singles title in Guangzhou.

China’s wildcard entrant Zhang Shuai won her maiden WTA Tour singles title with a 7-6 (1) 6-1 victory over

American qualifier Vania King in the Guangzhou Open final on Saturday.

Playing in her first singles final, the 112th-ranked Zhang continued her run of straight-set victories and won

the $500,000 hard-court tournament in front of her delighted home crowd.

After an evenly-matched first set, Zhang ran through the second, winning 16 of the last 17 points against

the 124th-ranked American.

Zhang, whose previous best singles performance was reaching the semi-finals in the same event in 2010,

became the fifth Chinese player to win a WTA title after Li Na, Zheng Jie, Yan Zi and Sun Tiantian.

(from http://www.eurosport.com)

Our Output Output

Reference Annotator Annotator Annotator without with

Standard 1 2 3 pronoun pronoun

resolution resolution

win(Zhang, WTA singles title) x x x x - -

win(Zhang Shuai, WTA Tour single title) x x x x x x

win(Zhang, $500,000) x x x x - -
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Stosur to play Hobart International.

Samantha Stosur is trying a change of tournament as she attempts to overcome a history of poor form

locally ahead of the Australian Open. For the first time in a decade, Stosur has agreed to return to the

Hobart International from January 5-11, the week before the Open, having usually competed at the Sydney

International.

”It will be fun to start my year a little differently,” said 2011 US Open champion Stosur, who will begin her

Australian season at the Hopman Cup in Perth a week earlier.

”Hobart is a tournament that I’ve always enjoyed playing at and I know I’ll face some tough competition

there”.

Stosur said she was also looking forward to getting some match practice at the Domain Tennis Centre,

which will host the Russian Fed Cup tie.

The world No.19 won two titles this year, the Southern California Open and the Japan Open.

(from http://www.theage.com.au/sport)

Our Output Output

Reference Annotator Annotator Annotator without with

Standard 1 2 3 pronoun pronoun

resolution resolution

play(Stosur, Hobart International) x x x x x x

return(Stosur, Hobart International) x x x x - -

compete(Stosur, Sydney International) x - x x - -

win(No.19, two titlles) x - - - x x
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Czech Republic beat Argentina to reach Davis Cup final.

The Czech Republic remain on course for a second consecutive Davis Cup triumph after beating Argentina

3-0 in the semifinal at Prague’s O2 Arena on Saturday.

Tomas Berdych and Radek Stepanek took just over two hours to beat Argentine pair Carlos Berlocq and

Horacio Zeballos in straight sets, 6-3 6-4 6-2.

An under-strength Argentina were without both Juan Martin del Potro and David Nalbandian for the tie and

struggled from the outset.

Stepanek beat Juan Monaco in straight sets in Friday’s opening singles match before Tomas Berdych made

it 2-0 with a four-set win over Leonardo Mayer.

”It feels great. This competition means a lot to us and as long as we can keep our winning streak, it’s great.

It’s an honour to play in front of a home crowd. They follow us around the world no matter where we play.

This is a thank you to them for their support,” Stepanek said, www.daviscup.com reported.

The Czech team recorded a thrilling 3-2 win over Spain at the same arena last year.

”Davis Cup means a lot,” Stepanek added, ”it’s special for us, for the whole country. We loved so much

delivering the trophy last year – it never gets old and we’d like to keep that trophy because it’s beautiful”.

Stepanek and co will play either Canada or 2010 winners, Serbia in the final in November.

The Canadians take a 2-1 lead into Sunday’s deciding singles matches after Daniel Nestor and Vasek

Pospisil clinched a five-set win in Saturday’s doubles match up against Nenad Zimonjic and Ilija Bozoljac.

The 6-7 6-4 3-6 7-6 10-8 victory gives Canada a great chance of making their first Davis Cup final.

Milos Raonic will lead his countrymen into new territory if he can overcome world No.1 Novak Djokovic in

the Belgrade Arena in the first singles match.

(from http://www.cnn.com)

Our Output Output

Reference Annotator Annotator Annotator without with

Standard 1 2 3 pronoun pronoun

resolution resolution

beat(Czech Republic, Argentina) x x x x - -

beat(Stepanek, Juan Monaco) x x x x - -

play(Stepanek, Canada) x - - - x x
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Ruthless Tsonga knocks Federer out of French Open.

Jo-Wilfried Tsonga beat world number two Roger Federer of Switzerland in straight sets (7-5, 6-3, 6-3) to

reach the semi-finals of the French Open on Tuesday, moving a step closer to becoming the first Frenchman

to win a grand slam title in 30 years.

Jo-Wilfried Tsonga sent Roger Federer crashing out of the French Open quarter-finals Tuesday to take a

step closer to ending France’s 30-year wait for a men’s champion at Roland Garros.

Sixth-seed Tsonga swept to a 7-5, 6-3, 6-3 triumph to reach his first semi-final in Paris and first by a home

player since Gael Monfils in 2008.

The 28-year-will tackle Spanish fourth seed David Ferrer for a place in Sunday’s final.

Victory also helped wipe out the misery of his quarter-final in Paris last year where he had four match points

over Novak Djokovic and lost in five sets.

Federer was bidding to win a record 58th career matches at Roland Garros and reach his 34th Grand Slam

semi-final.

The 17-time Grand Slam title winner also had the advantage of a 9-3 career lead over the French star, but

Tsonga had been the man to beat Federer from two sets to love down in the Wimbledon quarter-finals in

2011.

(from http://www.france24.com)

Our Output Output

Reference Annotator Annotator Annotator without with

Standard 1 2 3 pronoun pronoun

resolution resolution

knock(Tsonga, Federer) x x x x x x

beat(Jo-Wilfried Tsonga, Roger Federer) x x x x - -

reach(Jo-Wilfried Tsonga, semi-finals) x x x x - -

send(Jo-Wilfried Tsonga, Roger Federer) - x - - x x
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Paes, Stepanek win doubles title.

Leander Paes won his eighth Grand Slam men’s doubles title Sunday, teaming with Radek Stepanek to

defeat Alexander Peya and Bruno Soares 6-1, 6-3 in the final of the US Open.

Paes, of India, and Stepanek, of the Czech Republic, knocked out the Bryan brothers in a three-set semifinal

to deny the Americans the chance to become the first men’s doubles team in 62 years to win all four majors

in the same year.

This is the second title for the Paes-Stepanek pairing. They also won the 2012 Australian Open.

Stepanek had neck surgery early in the year. Paes received calls from others wanting to play with him, but

he turned them down to stay with his partner.

(from http://espn.go.com)

Our Output Output

Reference Annotator Annotator Annotator without with

Standard 1 2 3 pronoun pronoun

resolution resolution

win(Paes, doubles title) x x x x - -

win(Stepanek, doubles title) x x x x x x

win(Leander Paes, Grand Slam) x x x x x x

knock(Stepanek, Bryan) x - - x x x

knock(Paes, Bryan) x - - x - -
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US Open 2013: Novak Djokovic cruises into last 16 in New York.

World number one Novak Djokovic raced into the US Open fourth round with a comprehensive 6-0 6-2 6-2

win over Portuguese world number 95 Joao Sousa.

The 2011 champion completed his victory in an hour and 40 minutes and will face Spain’s Marcel Granollers

next.

Elsewhere, fifth seed Tomas Berdych routed France’s Julien Benneteau 6-0 6-3 6-2 and Lleyton Hewitt also

advanced.

In the women’s draw, Russia’s Ekaterina Makarova upset Polish third seed Agnieszka Radwanska 6-4 6-4.

In another surprise, Spain’s Carla Suarez Navarro beat German eighth seed Angelique Kerber 4-6 6-3 7-6

(7-3).

Suarez Navarro, seeded 18th, will face world number Serena Williams in the last eight after the defending

champion beat fellow American Sloane Stephens in straight sets.

(from http://www.bbc.com)

Our Output Output

Reference Annotator Annotator Annotator without with

Standard 1 2 3 pronoun pronoun

resolution resolution

Cruise(Novak Djokovic, last 16) x x x x - -

race(Novak Djokovic, US Open fourth round) x x x x x x

route(Tomas Berdych, Julien Benneteau) x - x x - -

Upset(Ekatarina Makarova, Agnieszka Radwanska) x - - x - -

beat(Carla Suarez Navarro, Angelique Kerber) x x x x x x

face(Suarez Navarro, Serena Williams) x x x x x x



Appendix B

Biography Corpus Sample with

Reference Standard for each

Annotator

Robert De Niro was born in New York City in 1943 to two artists. He was trained at the Stella Adler

Conservatory and the American Workshop. He first gained fame for his role in Bang the Drum Slowly

(1973), but he gained his reputation as a volatile actor in Mean Streets (1973), which was his first film with

director Martin Scorsese. In 1974 De Niro received an Academy Award for best supporting actor for his

role in The Godfather: Part II (1974) and received Academy Award nominations for best actor in Taxi Driver

(1976), The Deer Hunter (1978), and Cape Fear (1991).

Our Output Output

Reference Annotator Annotator Annotator without with

Standard 1 2 3 pronoun pronoun

resolution resolution

born(Robert de Niro, New YorkCity) x x x x x x

born(Robert de Niro, 1943) x x x x x x

train(Robert de Niro, Stella AdlerConservatory) x x x x - x

91
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Will Smith was the second of four children of Caroline (school board employee) and Willard C. Smith Sr.

(owner of a refrigeration company). He grew up in a middle class area in West Philadelphia called Wyn-

nefield. Will attended the Overbrook High School located in the Overbrook section of Philadelphia, Penn-

sylvania. He got the nickname ”Prince” because of the way he could charm his way out of trouble. Bright

student Will also signed up with the high-status Julia Reynolds Masterman Laboratory and Demonstration

School in Philadelphia.

Pursuing music, he met Jeffrey A. Townes at a party and they soon began performing together as ”D.J.

Jazzy Jeff and the Fresh Prince”. When the duo took off in popularity, Smith made and spent a lot of money

on a house, cars and jewelry, leading to his near-bankruptcy in his early twenties.

Luckily, in 1989, he met Benny Medina, who had an idea for a sitcom based on his life in Beverly Hills. Smith

loved the idea as did N.B.C. which put on the The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air (1990). The plot was simple -

Will basically played himself; a street-smart West Philly kid transplanted to Beverly Hills. The series lasted

six years. During that time, he ventured into movies where the critics took note of him in Six Degrees of

Separation (1993). With the success that came with the action picture Bad Boys (1995), Will’s movie career

was set. He had a huge Blockbuster hit with Independence Day (1996), where he plays the alien-battling

Marine Corps Captain Steven Hiller.

Our Output Output

Reference Annotator Annotator Annotator without with

Standard 1 2 3 pronoun pronoun

resolution resolution

grow(Will Smith, West Philadelphia) x x x x - x

attend(Will, Overbrook High School) x x x x x x

met(Will Smith, Jeffrey A. Townes) x x x x - x

met(Will Smith, Benny Medina) x x x x - x

play(Will Smith, Steven Hiller) x - - - - -
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Denzel Washington was born in December 28,1954 in Mount Vernon, New York. He was the middle child of

the 3 children of a Pentecostal minister father and a beautician mother. After graduating from high school,

Denzel enrolled at Fordham University intent on a career in journalism. However, he caught the acting

bug while appearing in student drama productions and, upon graduation, he moved to San Francisco and

enrolled at the American Conservatory Theater. He left A.C.T. after only one year to seek work as an

actor. With his acting versatility and powerful sexual presence, he had no difficulty finding work in numerous

television productions. He made his first big screen appearance in Carbon Copy (1981) with George Segal.

Through the 1980s, he worked in both movies and television and was chosen for the plum role of ”Dr.

Chandler” in NBC’s hit medical series St. Elsewhere (1982), a role that he would play for 6 years. In 1989,

his film career began to take precedence when he won the Oscar for Best Supporting Actor for his portrayal

of ”Tripp”, the runaway slave in Edward Zwick’s powerful historical masterpiece Glory (1989).

Through the 1990s, Denzel co starred in such big budget productions as The Pelican Brief (1993); Philadel-

phia (1993); Crimson Tide (1995); The Preacher’s Wife (1996) and Courage Under Fire (1996) a role for

which he was paid $10 million. His work in critically acclaimed films continued simultaneously, with roles

in Malcolm X (1992) and The Hurricane (1999) garnering him Oscar nominations for Best Actor, before he

finally won that statuette in 2002 for his lead role in Training Day (2001). He continued to define his onscreen

persona as the tough, no nonsense hero through the 2000s in films like Inside Man (2006), The Book of Eli

(2010), The Taking of Pelham 1 2 3 (2009) and Safe House (2012).Cerebral and meticulous in his film work,

he made his debut as a director in 2002 with Antwone Fisher (2002); he also directed The Great Debaters

(2007) in 2007. During this same time period, he also took on the role of producer for such films as The

Book of Eli (2010) and Safe House (2012).

He lives in Los Angeles with his wife, Pauletta Washington, and their 4 children.

Our Output Output

Reference Annotator Annotator Annotator without with

Standard 1 2 3 pronoun pronoun

resolution resolution

born(Denzel Washington, December 28,1954) x x x x x x

born(Denzel Washington, Mount Vernon) x - x x x x

enrolle(Denzel, Fordham University) x x x x x x

move(Denzel, San Francisco) x x x x - x

leave(Denzel, A.C.T) x - - x - x

live(Denzel, Los Angeles) x x x x - -
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Natalie Portman was born Natalie Hershlag on June 9, 1981, in Jerusalem, Israel, to a Jewish family. She

is the only child of a doctor father (from Israel) and an artist mother (from Cincinnati, Ohio), who also acts

as Natalie’s agent. She left Israel for Washington, D.C., when she was still very young. After a few more

moves, her family finally settled in New York, where she still lives to this day. She graduated with honors,

and her academic achievements allowed her to attend Harvard University. She was discovered by an agent

in a pizza parlor at the age of 11. She was pushed towards a career in modeling but she decided that she

would rather pursue a career in acting. She was featured in many live performances, but she made her

powerful film debut in the movie Léon: The Professional (1994) (aka ”Léon”). Following this role Natalie won

roles in such films as Heat (1995), Beautiful Girls (1996), and Mars Attacks! (1996).

It was not until 1999 that Natalie received worldwide fame as Queen Amidala in the highly anticipated

US$431 million-grossing prequel Star Wars: Episode I - The Phantom Menace (1999). She then she

starred in two critically acclaimed comedy dramas, Anywhere But Here (1999) and Where the Heart Is

(2000), followed by Closer (2004), for which she received an Oscar nomination. She reprised her role as

Padme Amidala in the last two episodes of the Star Wars prequel trilogy: Star Wars: Episode II - Attack

of the Clones (2002) and Star Wars: Episode III - Revenge of the Sith (2005). She received an Academy

Award and a Golden Globe Award for Best Actress in Black Swan (2010).

Our Output Output

Reference Annotator Annotator Annotator without with

Standard 1 2 3 pronoun pronoun

resolution resolution

born(Natalie Portman , Natalie Harshlag) x - - - x x

born(Natalie Portman , June 9, 1981) x x x x - -

born(Natalie Portman , Israel) x x x x - -

leave(Natalie Portman , Israel) x x x x - x

attend(Natalie Portman ,Harvard Universityl) x x x x - -
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Charlize Theron grew up on a farm outside Benoni, South Africa, as the only child. She got an education

as a ballet dancer and has danced both the ”Swan Lake” and ”The Nutcracker”. There wasn’t much for a

young actress or dancer to do in South Africa, so she soon traveled to Europe and United States of America,

where she got job at the Joffrey Ballet in New York. She was also able to work as a photo model. However,

an injured knee put a halt to her dancing career.

At the age of 18, her mother made her go to Los Angeles to try a career in the movie industry. She came

to Los Angeles without knowing anyone in the city but after two weeks when she was standing in line on

Hollywood Boulevard an agent gave her his card. After eight months in Los Angeles she got her first part.

Since then, she took acting lessons and her career skyrocketed in The Devil’s Advocate (1997).

Our Output Output

Reference Annotator Annotator Annotator without with

Standard 1 2 3 pronoun pronoun

resolution resolution

grow(Charlize Theron , South Africa) x x x x x x

travel(Charlize Theron, Europe) x x x x - x

travel(Charlize Theron, United States of America) x x x x - -

come(Charlize Theron, Los Angeles) x x x x - x
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Kim Basinger was born December 8, 1953, in Athens, Georgia, the third of five children. Both her parents

had been in entertainment, her dad had played big band jazz, and her mother had performed water ballet in

several Esther Williams movies. Kim was introspective, from her father’s side. As a schoolgirl, she was very

shy. To help her overcome this, her parents had Kim study ballet from an early age. By the time she reached

sweet sixteen, the once shy Kim entered the Athens Junior Miss contest. From there, she went on to win

the Junior Miss Georgia title and traveled to New York to compete in the national Junior Miss pageant. Kim,

who had blossomed to a 5’ 7” beauty, was offered a contract on the spot with the Ford Modeling Agency. At

the age of 20, Kim was a top model, commanding $1,000 a day. Throughout the early 1970s, she appeared

on dozens of magazine covers and in hundreds of ads, most notably as the Breck girl. Kim took acting

classes at the Neighborhood Playhouse, performed in various Greenwich Village clubs, and sang under the

stage name Chelsea. Kim moved to Los Angeles in 1976, ready to conquer Hollywood. Kim broke into

television doing episodes of such hit series as Charlie’s Angels (1976). In 1980, she married Ron Snyder

(they divorced in 1989). In movies, she had roles like being a Bond girl in Never Say Never Again (1983) and

playing a small town Texas beauty in Nadine (1987). Her biggest success was in the role of photojournalist

Vicki Vale in the blockbuster hit Batman (1989). This took her to a career high.

Our Output Output

Reference Annotator Annotator Annotator without with

Standard 1 2 3 pronoun pronoun

resolution resolution

born(Kim Basinger, December 8, 1953) x x x x x x

born(Kim Basinger, Georgia) x x x x x x

enter(Kim , Athens Junior Miss) x - - - - -

travel(Kim , New York) x x x x - -

move(Kim , Los Angeles) x x x x x x

move(Kim , 1976) - - x - x x

marry(Kim , Ron Snyder) x x x x - x
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Scarlett Johansson was born in New York City. Her mother, Melanie Sloan, is from an Ashkenazi Jewish

family, and her father, Karsten Johansson, is Danish. Scarlett showed a passion for acting at a young age

and starred in many plays. She has a sister named Vanessa Johansson, a brother named Adrian, and a

twin brother named Hunter Johansson born three minutes after her. She began her acting career starring

as Laura Nelson in the comedy film North (1994). The acclaimed drama film The Horse Whisperer (1998)

brought Johansson critical praise and worldwide recognition. Following the film’s success, she starred in

many other films including the critically acclaimed cult film Ghost World (2001) and then the hit Lost in

Translation (2003) with Bill Murray in which she again stunned critics. Later on, she appeared in the drama

film Girl with a Pearl Earring (2003).

In 2003, she was nominated for two Golden Globe Awards, one for drama (Girl with a Pearl Earring (2003))

and one for comedy (Lost in Translation (2003)). She dropped out of Mission: Impossible III (2006) due to

scheduling conflicts. Her next film role was in The Island (2005) alongside Ewan McGregor which earned

weak reviews from U.S. critics. After this, she appeared in Woody Allen’s Match Point (2005) and was

nominated again for a Golden Globe Award.

Since then, she has appeared as part of an ensemble cast in the romantic comedy He’s Just Not That Into

You (2009), in the action superhero film Iron Man 2 (2010), the comedy-drama We Bought a Zoo (2011) and

started as the original scream queen, Janet Leigh, in Hitchcock (2012).

Scarlett and Canadian actor Ryan Reynolds were engaged in May 2008. In 2010, the couple announced

their separation and subsequently divorced in 2011. In 2013, she became engaged to French journalist

Romain Dauriac.

Our Output Output

Reference Annotator Annotator Annotator without with

Standard 1 2 3 pronoun pronoun

resolution resolution

born(Scarlett Johansson, New York City) x x x x x x

have(Scarlett Johansson, Vanessa Johansson) x - - - - x

engage(Scarlett, May 2008) x x x x - -

engage(Ryan Reynals, May 2008) x - - x x x

engage(Scarlett, Romain Dauriac) x x x x - x
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Megan Denise Fox was born May 16, 1986 in Rockwood, Tennessee. She has one older sister. Megan

began her training in drama and dance at the age of 5 and, at the age of 10, moved to Florida where she

continued her training and finished school. She now lives in Los Angeles, California. Megan began acting

and modeling at the age of 13 after winning several awards at the 1999 American Modeling and Talent

Convention in Hilton Head, South Carolina. Megan made her film debut as Brianna Wallace in the Mary-

Kate Olsen and Ashley Olsen film, Holiday in the Sun (2001). Her best known role is as Sam Witwicky’s

love interest Mikaela Banes in the first two installments of the Transformers series: Transformers (2007) and

Transformers: Revenge of the Fallen (2009).

Our Output Output

Reference Annotator Annotator Annotator without with

Standard 1 2 3 pronoun pronoun

resolution resolution

born(Megan Denise Fox, May 16, 1986) x x x x x x

born(Megan Denise Fox, May 16, Tennesse) x x x x - -

live(Megan Denise Fox, Los Angeles) x x x x - x
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Benjamin Geza Affleck was born on August 15, 1972 in Berkeley, California, USA, and was raised in Cam-

bridge, Massachusetts, USA. His father, Tim Affleck, is a social worker, and his mother, Chris Affleck (née

Boldt), is a school teacher; the two are now divorced. Ben also has a younger brother, actor Casey Affleck,

who was born in 1975. Ben wanted to be an actor ever since he could remember and his first acting ex-

perience was for a Burger King commercial, when he was on the PBS mini-series The Voyage of the Mimi

(1984). It was also at that age when Ben met his lifelong friend and fellow actor, Matt Damon. They played

little league together and took drama classes together. Ben’s teen years consisted of mainly TV movies and

small television appearances including Hands of a Stranger (1987) and The Second Voyage of the Mimi

(1988). He made his big introduction into feature films in 1993 when he was cast in Dazed and Confused

(1993). After that, he did mostly independent films like Kevin Smith’s Mallrats (1995) and Chasing Amy

(1997) which were great for Ben’s career, receiving renowned appreciation for his works at the Sundance

film festival. But the success he was having in independent films didn’t last much longer and things got a

little shaky for Ben. He was living in an apartment with his brother Casey and friend Matt, getting tired of

being turned down for the big roles in films and being given the forgettable supporting ones. Since Matt

was having the same trouble, they decided to write their own script, where they could call all the shots.

So, after finishing the script for Good Will Hunting (1997), they gave it to their agent Patrick Whitesell, who

showed it to a few Hollywood studios, finally being accepted by Castlerock. It was great news for the two but

Castlerock wasn’t willing to give Ben and Matt the control over the project they were hoping for. It was friend

Kevin Smith who took it to the head of Miramax who bought the script giving Ben and Matt the control they

wanted and, in December of 1997, Good Will Hunting (1997) was released, making the two unknown actors

famous. The film was nominated for 9 Academy Awards and won two, including Best Original Screenplay for

Ben and Matt. The film marked Ben’s breakthrough role, in which he was given for the first time the chance

to choose roles instead of having to go through grueling auditions constantly. He chose such roles in the

blockbusters Armageddon (1998), Shakespeare in Love (1998) and Pearl Harbor (2001).

Our Output Output

Reference Annotator Annotator Annotator without with

Standard 1 2 3 pronoun pronoun

resolution resolution

born(Benjamin Geza Affleck, August 15, 1972) x x x x x x

born(Benjamin Geza Affleck, USA) x x x x x x

raise(Benjamin Geza Affleck, Usa) x x - x - -

have(Ben, Carey Affleck) x - - - - -

met(Ben, Matt Damon) x x x x x x
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Paul William Walker was born on September 12, 1973, in Glendale California. He began acting when he

was very young, appearing in many TV commercials. In 1987 he played Prof. Bennet in Monster in the

Closet (1986). He then starred in the television series, Throb (1986). He also made guest appearances on

several television shows including Charles in Charge (1984),Highway to Heaven (1984),Who’s the Boss?

(1984) and Diff’rent Strokes (1978). Paul also had a role in the soap opera The Young and the Restless

(1973).

In 1987, Walker was cast in Programmed to Kill (1987) as the character Jason, and since then he had

appeared in a steady stream of movies. He also majored in Marine Biology at a California community

college.

Tragically Paul Walker died in a car crash on Saturday November 30, 2013, after attending a charity event

for ”Reach Out Worldwide.”

Our Output Output

Reference Annotator Annotator Annotator without with

Standard 1 2 3 pronoun pronoun

resolution resolution

born(Paul William Walker, Setember 12, 1973) x x x x x x

born(Paul William Walker, California) x x x x x x

play(Paul William Walker, Prof. Bennet) x - - x - x

major(Paul William Walker, California Community College) x x x x - x

die(Paul Walker, Saturday November 30, 2013) x x x x x x
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